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Toward a bright new year

I

NOVEMBER

1998

nevitably, the pace of p eople's lives becomes more rapid as the holiday season approaches. At Santa Clara University, the University
Christmas tree arrives on December I to assume its traditional place at the turnaround in front of the Mission Church. Decorated

Earthbound in Tuscany

and lit December 2, the giant evergreen heralds the end of classes.

8

By Susan Vogel. Cultivating th e soil and restoring a

From December 4 through 6 a special quiet descends on the campus as students make fmal preparations for fall quarter exami-

Tuscan farmhouse became regene rative physically
nations. At their conclusion on December 9, most students return home or join classmates for special holiday activities.

and spiritually for SCU English professor Edward
Kleinschmidt.

As 1998 accelerates toward midnight, December 31, University- related groups are involved in projects to help the Sanjose needy.

Premies 101 I

In cooperation with the Santa Clara Community Action Program (SCCAP), the Housing and Residence Life Office sponsors a

Jb Sue Frey.

clothing drive for Sacred Heart Center. SCCAP organizes a campus-wide Hunger Drive that benefits Second Harvest and also ful-

4

Kathy (Straus) VandenBerg '66 pioneers a

rule-defYing path, as she puts tenderness and love above
fills a local family's wish list through the Adopt a Family program.

tubes and isolation in caring for premature newborns.

The Santa Clara Magazine staff joins me in extending warm wishes for a joyous holiday to you and your family and, beyond that, a new
year filled with hope and happiness.

8

The sun -drenched

Sea Hunt I

Tusca'!Y hills serve as

Jb Co nnie Hincklry.

cataJyst to literary
accomplishments.

SCU SCREEM team members

probe the blue-black waters of the Arctic Ocean
for historic bounty using high - tech roboti cs.

Ann Granning Bennett
Senior Editor

The Village People

2

6

By Kathleen (Nino) Castello '88. Some 40 years ago a
jO ANNE SANF ILIPPO '66

Director of Universi0' Marketing
and Communications

SCU Arctic researchers Weast ,

Ota, and Bates.

community of ex-Gis and their families experienced the quonset - hut variety of dorm

ANN GRANN I NG BE NN ETT

Se nior Editor

life on the edge of the SCU campus.

BRYAN PETER SON
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Art Directo r, Designe r
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could not be decomposed was converted

in Sacramento, was married in June

de Vitorioia, a theologian from the

into paper, fiber board, and fuel.

1924 to Margaret Enright at the fourth

University of Salamanca, who argued

Mission Church, which later burned.

that American Indians, though not

I wanted to share with other read-

Showing true colors

A

s a proud member of the Santa
Clara University crew (19891990, 1990-1991), I enjoyed

"Romancing the Water" [Spring 1998].

I'm sure previous rowers share my suggestion that the oar blades pictured on
the cover should have been Santa
Clara oar blades: solid red \vith a white
star. Rowers are territorial and protective of these designs, as they also adorn
our competition jerseys- jerseys that
must be forfeited to the victors in the
event of a loss . To display another
team's oars works to undermine the
spirit and success for which the team
has fought for more than 33 years.
STEPHEN BROCKMAN '93

partnership between Viansa Winery

ers my connection to the Viansa pro-

Grandpa attended SCU for two years

Christians, had a right to their goods

ter!" (In those days, GPAs were the

and Ducks Unlimited that provides

file, and I look forward to reading

around 1915 before transferring to

and government and under the law of

point of entry into graduate schools .

waterfowl habitat on land otherwise

more "cutting-edge" articles in the

Stanford to finish his engineering

nations could not be despoiled by

As science majors , we might jeopardize

useless for crop-growing. These part-

magazine.

studies. Margaret attended Stanford,

Spanish colonizers.

our grade points by competing with

nerships- called "green alliances" -

EDWIN R. STAFFORD MBA ' 89

English majors.)

are part of a trend among businesses

Logan, UT

English majors and iambic pentame-

scratched his chin, then offered this

ing that a collaborative model rather

proposal: "What if I offer a senior

than an adversarial approach can yield

class in English for science students

useful and economically feasible solu-

only? Then you could compete against

tions to environmental problems.
As a professor of marketing at Utah

yourselves." Mter brief deliberation,
we accepted his challenge. If he would,

State University, I study green alli-

we would. He did, and we did.

ances , analyzing the relationship
development between environmental-

Fr. Shipley opened vistas to language
and literature that I might never

ists and business partners and the

have seen and that I continue to enjoy.

"enviropreneurial" strategies they

Although 46 years have passed, I am

employ.
Our current project focuses on the

pleased to confirm that the liberal arts

Ricelands Habitat Partnership, join-

tradition continues at SCU.

ing Sacramento Valley rice farmers with
DAVID]. COSTANZA '53 MD

Ducks Unlimited , The Nature

San Anselmo, CA

Conservancy, and the California

Your piece on SCU's Canterbury

Waterfowl Association to create waterfowl habitat.

It's (almost) easy
being green

The Valley's rice fields caused two
environmental problems: loss of wetlands and air pollution at harvest's

Program ["Mission Matters," Spring
1998] struck my interest and fancy.
This mandate to "enabl e students to
explore the creative convergence of
literary classics and current technolo-

gy ... " brought memories of a serene
1950s campus.
Six of us science students were studying in the Mission gardens one spring

I continue to appreciate your maga-

end , when rice straw was burned. To

zine. The articles are thought-provok-

reach a mutually feasible solution,

ing, and I enjoy learning what my

environmentalists and farmers agreed

classmates are up to.

upon post-harvest flooding of rice
fields to allow straw to decompose and

I was particularly intrigued by
your profile of Sam Sebastiani ["A

create temporary waterfowl wetlands.

winemaker and his waterfowl,"

The result: improved air quality and

Spring 1998], discussing an innovative

enhancement of the rice industry's
image. Additionally, rice straw that

afternoon in 1952. We were engrossed

A view from 1942
My compliments to you on your
magazine. It has come a long way in a

I ( ) ( ) II I

I~ I

I

Mter a few minutes, he asked,

Although my two sons recently

We welcome letters in response to articles. Please limit copy to two hundred words. Address correspondence to the senior editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA

Shakespeare's prose and poetry?" With

95053-1505; fax, 408-554-5464; E-mail, <agbennett@mailer.scu .edu >. We may edit let-

little reluctance and some brashness,

ters for style, clarity, civility, and length.

I replied, "What! And compete with

2
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Unresolved injustices

Susan Creighton, an attorney for

In summer 1944, I assisted Fr. Leo

altered the content in its Encarta

I was dismayed to see allegations from
Microsoft's competitors, that Microsoft

Steinbach, M.M., at the (Japanese-

Encyclopedia out of self-interest ("Let

them cum laude, my heart and memories

American) Relocation Center at

Them Eat Windows," August 1998).

still reside at Santa Cl~ra. When I

Manzanar, CA ["Shedding Light on

attended, enrollment was 500 students

the Heart of Darkness," Autumn

(400 Catholic and 100 Protestant) -

1997]. Remembrances of tar-paper

Encarta Encyclopedia. All top editorial

figures that made u s a close-knit group .

barracks, cold winds from Mt.

management comes from the best

We ate in one mess hall and col-

My husband is general manager for
the group that publishes Microsoft's

Whitney, or hot winds from Death

print encyclopedia traditions, with more

lected letters and packages from one

Valley present a compelling argument

than 300 years of combined experience.

small mail room. As seniors, we were

for me against Executive Order

locked in our hall from 7 to 9 p.m.,

No. 9066.

allowed out from 9 to 9:45p.m., and
finally locked in until dawn. The

It is patently untrue that Microsoft
inherited a more critical encyclopedia

All the arguments defending that

entry on Bill Gates, then softened it.

order ignore the basic fact : The Bill of

In 1993 my husband collaborated on

closest thing to a young lady's skirt was

Rights is a limit on majority rule. If

creating the original Gates entry that

a priest's robe. What a difference

Japanese - Americans created a military

called him a "tough competitor." As

from 1942 to 1998!
But we managed and survived and
are stronger for it today. Few of us

danger, why were they not relocated

Encarta's popularity grew, further

from Hawaii, as well?

editing of the Gates article was done by

We simply allowed bigotry, envy,

newly hired editors. In this case the

appreciated the circumstances then, but

and greed to violate the rights of these

Gates article became less personal since

I believe close quarters and discipline

American citizens. Mter the war,

it was edited by someone who did not

made us strong mentally, morally, and

the "temporarily" relocatedjapanese

know him. Microsoft management was

physically.

did not return to find their property

never involved in such changes; any

intact, if they returned at all to

ominous overtones are fabricated.

ROBERT BURNS '42

More married in the
Mission

California. As I recall, relocation

Most articles in Encarta are con-

occurred within a two-week time-

tributed or reviewed by experts from

frame, and each individual was allowed

universities . Perhaps a fact-checking

only one suitcase. Their property was

department that calls people and com-

sold at fire-sale prices or appropriated

panies to verifY facts could have helped

for nonpayment of taxes. The Nisei

you avoid words that don't ring true.

escaped with their lives , but little else.
My husband's grandfather, Walter
Wassum, now 102 and doing just fine

SA NT A

A question of integrity

graduated from Texas A&M, one of

I ) I I~\

"Why don't you guys take my course on

Davis, CA

few years.

in our world when Edward Shipley, S.J.,
stopped to hear our pontifications.

Walnut Creek, CA

ANN (PINTER) DRIEMEYER '76

Houston, TX

chairman of the English Department,

DONALD A . SULLIVAN '50

Enright, attended SCU. (Margaret
and Austin are deceased.)

and environmental groups, recogniz-

Fr. Shipley looked at each of us,

Sisters, OR

Creative convergence
continues

as well , and her brother, Austin

LISAK. (LU CARELLI) BARTHOLOMEW ' 8 4

The best arguments against our

Bellevue, WA

behavior might come from Francisco
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Giving nears
$26 million

SCU coed California ambassador
inclu ding the prestigiou s Business

Management: A Macro Approach; and his

Ethics QuarterJy. With SCU colleague

most recent with D .F. Caldwell -

In September Coney was among
the 51 contestants vying for the title
of Miss America at the national

make 1997-98 a successful fund

authored one of the most cited arti-

Moberg receives a reduced teaching

raising year for SCU, as the University

des in business ethics - "The Ethics

load and support for ethics research

pageant in Atlantic City, NJ. While
she did not win the competition, she
was awarded the Waterford Scholar-

$986,780.

Gerald Cavanaugh, S.J., he has co-

and leadership participation in

of Organizational Politics."

"Most people think of courage
in terms of the actions of soldiers,
police, firefighters, or others
facing physical danger. But a
courageous individual also
could be someone who wants to
change an organization."

He earned a BS in chemistry
from the University ofWisconsinMadison, an MBA from the
University of South Dakota, and a
doctorate in business administration

He is the author, as well, of several

significant among undergraduate

also won a $1,000 Bert Parks

tion level from 28 percent to 30

Scholarship for exceptional talent.

percent. With 19 percent of graduate

Her California crown carried with

alumni making contributions, overall

alumni who increased their participa·

alumni giving registered a 24 percent

Coney attained a 4.0 GPA for

Roebuck Found ation recognized

participation level. One hundred per-

spring quarter while preparing for

Moberg with its Teaching Excellence
William Spoh n, associate profes-

Growth in giving was particularly

preparing for a business management
or marketing-related career. She

it a $10,000 scholarship.

from USC. In 1991 the Sears-

and Campus Leadership Award.

exceeded its $25 million goal by

ship of$2,500 for an individual

Markkula Ethics Center activities .

Moberg named to
presidential chair

More than 17,000 donors helped

Interactive Cases in Organizational Behavior.
As Presidential Professor,

Manny Velasquez and SCU trustee

S

CU senior Danielle Coney has
a better-th an-average reason for

cent of SCU trustees and regents gave.

the pageant. Following the compe-

"Fund raising represents approx-

tition, she headed east to visit

imately 10 percent of the University's

taking a year off from her under-

Africa's Ivory Coast, Cannes, and

annual budget," explained Jim Purcell,

graduate studies. She'll be spending

the Bordeaux region of France . It

vice president for university relations.

1998 - 99 fulfilling the more than

was strictly "official business" as Wen te

"Most importantly, fund raising results

Vineyards, a Miss California sponsor,

are supporting the key initiatives in

ethics fie ld, Dennis Moberg, SCU

100 speaking engagements required
of Miss California - a title she won

h as operations in each of the three

our strategic plan, focusing on tangible

professor of management, has been

this summer.

locations and made her trip possible .

impacts on our students, faculty, and

D

escribed by colleagues as
one of the most influential
scholars in the business

b ooks, including Getting Th ings Done

sor of religious studies, preceded

Without Getting Done In; Interactive Cases
in Management; Organization and

Moberg as holder of the Presidential
Chair for the last two years .

named Presidential Professor of

campus. This year the money raised

Ethics and th e Common Good by

support campus construction pro-

President Paul Locatelli '6o, S.J.

The American Sociology Associat ion singled out SCU's

The two-year appointment is effec-

sociology program t his summ er, nam ing it ASA's 1998

tive this fall .
Moberg has been expanding tra-

Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award winner.
The recognit ion differentiates t he SCU program f rom t he more

ditional ideas about b u siness ethics

than 2,000 such programs at member colleges and

for 23 years in his post at SCU's

universities throughout t he nation.

Leavey School of Business and

Usually presented to a sociology instructor who has had a

Administration. Currently he is try-

profound impact on t he field, the award has three times

ing to broaden the definition of
courage. "Most people," he says,

Professor applies Eastern
wisdom to women's lives

be en presented to an entire department that is innovative and distinctive . SCU joins past

C ombining the ancient

wil

jects, scholarships, endowed professor·

power does not mean sacrificing

ships, and many other worthwhile

our peace of mind, and living in

projects." Included in the total is more

peace does not mean subordinating

than $8.7 million for scholarship aid.

o u rselves to others and losing our
personal power." The

r--:-:---...L.----~

Belotti Endowed Chair

wisdom of the Tao Te Ching

wisdom of Tao, sh e

with practical advice and

believes, "reveals how

anecdotal material, Diane

we can experience

Dreher, SCU professor

greater power and peace

H

finance, has been named to the new

ersh Shefrin, professor of

"think of cou rage in terms of the

departmental winners, the University of Kentucky and Southwest Texas St ate University, in

of English, has written

by embracing life more

actions of soldiers, police, firefight-

t his elite category .

The Tao oJWomanhood .

mindfully, becom i ng

Mario L. Belotti Endowed Chair

"Today women have

more fully ourselves . "

appreciation for t he honor from such a prestigious nat ional organization. "We are a small

many choices," says D reher.

program," he noted, "with a small faculty , in a small university. To be held up as a model fo r

"My book shows each

Published by William
Morrow in hardcover,

in the Leavey Schoo l of Business
and Administration.

woman how to create her

this is Dreher's third

own personal bal ance,

book devoted to the

teaching and service exemplified by

subject of Tao . The
"how-to" volu me is also

Belotti, the chair was created by

ers, or others facing physical danger." But a courageous individual, he
argues , "also could be someone who
wants to ch ange an organization."
His concept inclu des whistle blowers
or other organizational reformers.

Charles Powers, chair of t he SCU Depart ment of Anth ropology and Sociology, expressed

other universities recognizes t he qualit y of ou r program and faculty, as well as our collective efforts to engage our st udents in worthwhile educational expe riences."
Santa Clara 's sociology program has seven full-t ime faculty members and about 120

Moberg h as been p u blished in
numerous business ethics journals,

majors. The award was presented th is August in San Francisco at ASA's annual meeting.

combining contemplation
and compassion with
action and assertiveness. Gaining

Awarded to a senior professor
who reflects the commitment to

Belotti's former students and friends
and is the first chair in the school to

avail able on Dove audiotape.

honor a current facu lty member .
4
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I Mission Matters I

Campus rejuvenated for fall
enables SCU to host

I Mission Matters I
With these additions and repairs

Housing and Residence Life and New

the process of updating the campus
master p lan and developing a five-

Student Programs, the orientation
new undergraduates and their par-

program to come.

ents to the environment and values
ofSCU.

ments, beginning with

Other projects still underway
include the Alumni Science addition

the 1999 West Coast
Conference Women's

and renovation; Communication,

separate orientation sessions were

University in San Antonio, TX, took the Number

portion of

Public Policy, and Applied Ethics

held, each serving approximately 200

1 slot - for the seventh year.

freshmen who

Building; South Campus infra-

students . In previou s years, only

structure; and Pat Malley Center.

one session of Freshman Orienta -

categories- national un iversities, regional

second year.

Restoration and renovation con -

tion was held fo r all students

un iversities, national liberal arts colleges,

SCU moved in

tinues on St. Joseph, O'Connor,

on the weekend prior to fall classes.

and regional liberal arts colleges. The 228

the ran kings

intercollegiate tourna-

Championships in April
1999- This is the first
phase of a $2.5 million
Tennis Center that will
include seating for 750

and Bergin halls.

offices, team and locker
rooms, restrooms, and

tations, and team area
during tournaments .
small scale -was in progress

Varsi Ha ll: The Development

across the Santa Clara campus this

several interior walls removed and

summer. Those new buildings

modular cubicles added to create a

and improvements ready for Fall

more open work environment .

I998 include:
Parking Garage: a new three-floor,

New paint was applied and carpet and

619-space parking garage was com-

from 27th to 36th. Alumni giving is the

research. The 504 "regional universities"

percent of alumni who contributed to the

University's offerings in technology,

offer a wide selection of undergraduate pro-

Un iversity in the past year. The faculty

--vt{en the Class of 2002 hit the

residence life, career services,

grams and master's degrees but few, if

resources category includes class size and

campus this fall, it was familiar turf

academic su pport, health services,

any, doctoral programs.

faculty salaries (adjusted for regional

to them. Most had not only visited

and registration by phone.

opportunity to get acquainted with
faculty members, facilities, and

resources (20 percent), student selectivity

"Generally the rankings are far more impor-

(15 pe rcent), fi nancial resources (10 per-

tant to pa rents than to students. However,

requirements and began to build a

cent], and alumni giving rate (5 percent). SCU

pa rents and students alike place a far greater

community with other new students.

ranked Number 1 in retention, as it did last

va lue on personal contact with the SCU

Staff advisors also helped them plan

yea r. Eighty percent of the retention score is

community during the admissions process."

o u t mock fall qu arter schedules.

determined by the proportion of a class that

1,060
64

# of states represented

38

# of foreign countries
represented

32

areas of the structure. Facilities
also include showers and lockers

Average SAT verbal/
math scores

MBA Services moved to the first
floor. The Executive Development

for the officers. AJambaJuice out-

Center and MBA Admissions Office

let adjacent to Public Safety opened

moved to new space at 832 and

in October.
Tenn is Courts: A nine-court

852 Market Street.

state-of-th e-art complex adjacent

completed to the basement and the

to Leavey Activity Center opened in

facility is again in use for student

Benson Center: Repairs were

October . The facility includes nine

activities. The repairs were necessi-

championship-size courts and light-

tated by water damage su stained dur-

ing for n ight games. The complex

ing winter and spring storms.

6
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According to Annette Schmeling, R.S.C.J.,

summer ori entation experience.

% from California

Kenna Hall: The Dean's Office and

differences in cost of living) .

the rankings: academic reputation (25
percent), retent ion (25 pe rcent), faculty

upgraded.

computers installed.

Working in small groups, stu dents and their parents had the

alleviating both parking concerns

near the front desk to patrol all

Seven indicators were used to develop

participated in a new, expanded

on campus and in the surrounding

lab was renovated and additional

return fo r a

doctoral degrees and emphasize faculty

# of students

The expanded office is equipped
with a series of television monitors

The magazine ranks institutions in four

classes, an introdu ction to the

and the air - conditioning system

Engineering Computer Lab: The

cent is the pro-

included previews of upcoming

Summer look-see

science classrooms were renovated

were remodeled and carpet replaced.

institutions in the 15 western states. Trinity

in two categories: in alumni giving,

Daly 206 & 207: The large, tiered

Public Safety staff took up headquarters in the lower level of the structure.

in six years or
less; 20 per-

from 8th to 7th, and in faculty resou rces,

furniture installed.

Heafey Law Library: Restrooms

Clara the Number 2 university among regional

undergraduate majors plus master's and

pleted near the entrance to the campu s,

neighborhood. The 25 - member

earns a degree

which students lived on campus,

the campus at l east once, but had

Office quarters were remodeled, with

During the summer months, six

or the ninth consecutive year U.S. News
& World Report has named Santa

"national universities" offer a full range of

an outdoor commons
area for picnics, presen-

F

T he two - day experience, during

spectators, coaches'

C

sessions were designed to acclimate

year plan for the next construction

regional and national

onstru ction - both large and

Orchestrated by the offices of

under its belt, SCU now begins

SCU dean of undergraduate admissions,

Magazine wins kudos

581/598
37

h e first two issues of Santa Clara
Magazine published in its new format

of four awards of excellence, the oth-

# of class valedictorians

ers going to Stanford Business Magazine,

composed of more than 750 college

% with alumni ties

26

won two out of five honors for

Northwestern (University) Magazine, and
Col ~Ji College Magazine.

and university designers and design

% living in residence halls

89

% students of color

35

% from public high
schools

53

% from private high
schools

47

% of from Jesuit high
schools

national excell ence presented this
fall for university magazine design
by the University and College Designers Association (UCDA).
Selected from among a field of

13

Only II silver awards were made
in all categories of the competition
and only 50 excellence awards.

While UCDA membership is

instructors, the competition is
judged by prominent commercial art
directors from across the nation.
Both winning SCU issues were

Magazine judging was based on u se

art directed by Bryan Peterson of

I ,IOO entries, the spring 1998 issue

of photography and illustration,

Peterson & Co., Dallas, TX. Produ c-

was the only magazine to win a silver

organization of editorial matter,

tion designer was Becky Wade of

award. No gold awards were made .

appropriateness to the institution,

Becky Wade Design, Dallas .

The winter 1998 issu e received one

and overall design excellence.
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ocated outside Cortona in the southern p a rt of Tuscany near P erugia and Arezzo, Bramasole means "to

land in Italy," he says , "I had no interest even in watering house plants. "

yearn fo r the sun ." On the day I visit, the sun might not show. But even on an overcast day, the setting is

As Kleinschmidt began clearing foliage and building stone walls at

stunning. Slender Italian cypress of the deepest green stand like unflinching guards along the road lead-

Bramasole , as he shared wine and coffee with workmen, he developed a greater

ing to the house. The hillside is spotted with fiery red-orange poppies , wild carnations , and the bright

enthusiasm for the life his father had in 1940s Minnesota. "He was still plow-

• • • • yellow broom that gives Tuscany its sweet, jasmine-like sce nt.

ing with horses ," says Kleinschmidt. "They had no electricity and they churned

A shrine to the Virgin Mary with a Della-Robbia-style ceramic marks the entrance. Beyond it, the threestory stucco house with a red - tile ro~f stands against a steep

their own butter. "
As he has spent mo r e time in Italy, Italian words and phrases became the most nat-

hillside whose foliage hides treasures of the past - ancient olive

ural words for his poetry; the works of Virgil, Dante, Petrarch- "local poets" he calls them- began to have

trees, a Medici-era water chute, and an Etruscan wall dating to

more meaning. The new direction of Kleinschmidt's work has been well received. In March 1997, he was

8 00 B . C. A round table in front of the house is piled with

selected from more than I , 000 applicants for a coveted National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in poet-

artifacts discovered during the five-year renovation of the

ry, which carries a prize of $20,000 .
And in June of this year, Kleinschmidt's Work and DC!Js was chosen from more than 1, 200 manuscripts for

house and clearing of the overgrowth.

one of the biggest poetry prizes in the U .S.- the Associated Writing Programs Award Series in Poetry. Work and

It was no surprise that the restoration of the old property

DC!JS will be published in September 1999 ·

would be full of discoveries of an archeological nature. But

A collection of 20 poems - one for each letter of the Italian alphabet- Work and DC!JS is organized as an

discoveries of a personal nature were less expected .
For Kleinschmidt, the manual labor of rebuilding stone

abecedarius, an ancient literary form found , for example , in parts of the Bible's "Lamentations." In

walls and the slow rehabilitation of five acres of fruit trees, an

Kleinschmidt' s version, each poem begins with a succcessive letter of the

ofive grove , and vineyards evoked a greater respect for his own past work as a manual laborer, as well as for his

alphabet and ends with a word that becomes the title of the next poem. The

family's past as farmers in the Midwest.

poems reflect the physical and literary landscape of Italy and the tools of work

"My poe try changed entirely when I began to work the land," Kleinschmidt says

-the plow, the hoe, and yes , the espresso machine . Kleinschmidt describes

as we walk through the house where a blazing fire and two-foot-thick walls

them as "full of the process oflearning, allusions, and the Italian language ."

throw off the chill of the rain. "I started writing mor e about my daily life

It is fitting that labor is once again inspiring Kleinschmidt's creative

here and in the United States . It came to have more meaning. "
Though Kleinschmidt spent many weekends of his childhood on
his grandfather's farm in southeast

work. He began writing fiction while working in a Minneapolis factory that
made the yellow paint for the center lines on roads in the Dakotas , Iowa, and
Minnesota . His interest in fiction led him to obtain an MAin creative writ-

Minnesota along the Mississippi,

"llfy poetry

ing from Hollins College in Virginia in 1976. Previously he had received a

those times did not inure him to

changed entireJy

BA in English from Saint Mary's College , a Christian Brothers college in

farming. "Until I began working the

when I began to

Winona, Minnesota.

work the land. "
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"ItaJy has been
a reconnection
to my Catholic
Kleinschmidt taught English and worked as a poet- in-the-schools in the Bay Area before joining SCU as

roots."

schmidt summons

a composition instructor in 1981.
At SCU he helped establish the English Department's Creative Writing Program and the Hopkins Reading
Series and acted as faculty advisor for the Santa Clam

Review for 12 years. He became associate professor of
English in 1993 and serves

Writing Program.

Campo

The room contains only two chairs and two bookcases

by Edward Kleinschmidt

- bookcases in which Plaster-ing Skills and ~1/s and Septic

!?Jstems stand next to Keats, collections of love poems ,
Can anyone tell me where the closest field of vision is? Here I am,

Kleinschmidt's poetry
has been widely published.

an American of Polish descent, my head full ofTuscan campi cut into the
side of Monte S'Egidio, recalling the English writer Langland's

His first published collec-

Piers Plowman turning topsoil to try to explain something so clear that

tion of poetry, Magnetism

it needs no explaining. Forgive the rattling, unless you like it- the sound

(1987), won the Poetry
Award from the Bay Area
Book Reviewers' Associahis

second ,

First

Language (1990) received

his muses to a tiny,
nearly monastic second - floor study in Bramasole.

as director of the Creative

tion ;

Every morning, Klein-

the ceci make inside their tan husks. Zappini pulls them up and dries
them in the crotches of olives and in August rubs them between his hands
for brodo that evening. Forgive any campanilismo, but when I hear the church
bells at Torreone do their Angelus, I do stop working and scan the skies, and
think back thirty years ago, third-graders on the playgrounds of St. Stanislaus,

and the Oxford English Dictionary. "It's as ifl'm in a church,"
says the Polish Catholic who attended Catholic grade
schools, high school , and college. "I get into a meditative state
when I write. I write with the shutters closed. I find an incredible sense of peace, of wholeness.
"I think of writing poetry as a spiritual act. If I weren't teaching at aJ esuit university where the spiritual is
a part of everyday life, my poetry would be much different , " he says. "Italy has been a reconnection to my
Catholic roots."
It has also been a reconnection to childhood- to long summer days, to a simplicity of life that he now finds
difficult to experie nce elsewhere. Summers in Tuscany stretch into September when the figs are at their ripest.
Kleinschmidt was able to enjoy both late summer and fall last year in Italy

the Juniper Prize. Also

doing the same. Ann says I'm playing Daphnis, Sicilian shepherd and poet,

thanks to a one-quarter leave of absence provided by the National Endowment

that year "To Remain , " a

and yes, but also Cain, especially in March, when I'm burning erbaccia,

for the Arts fellowship. He spent the quarter co - editing a book of essays on

single poem written on
the anniversary of the
murders of six Jesuits and
two Salvadoran women in
El Salvador, won the Gesu
Award. His most recent

and the wind shifts toward me and I walk out of clouds of smoke, not

class in America, learning to make wine, and, of course, writing more poetry.

changed into someone or something else, or not as if I've seen plumes of
Giove, just me coughing, lungs full of the final end of erbe cattive. But do

weeds have a final end? Ask any gardener, ask anyone who is serious about
wandering through the garden. Dante took his fields with him his twenty years
of exile, to Verona, to Ravenna, and Boccaccio took them back to Firenze

work, Bor!Jsong, a collec-

fifty years later when he read the Com media aloud to that city . I know

tion oflove poems, will be

that the field of vision is spiritual earth. I hope to have enough life

published inJanuary 1999·

to work the narrow terraces by hand, those Giorgio's Pasquali can't reach.

Epilogue: After many years together, Kleinschmidt and Mayes were married in
San Francisco in May of this year. As a courtesy to their Italian neighbors
who find "Kleinschmidt" nearly impossible to pronounce, the couple will b~
using the surname Mayes.

Susan Vogel is a San Francisco-based writer, attomry, and publisher-.
Francisco Private Schools (pince-ne;zpress, 1997).

I think of the souls of the two young Cortona boys the retreating
Germans killed in early June, 1944, there on the third campo, while
gathering strawberries in baskets their fathers made. They are an offering
no civilized god would allow - .good souls to bad gods. In silence, in deep
soil, I can hear the shouting- quando, come, perche, dove .
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em.ature infants be iso
to themselves, perpett..a
elenting lights.
a pioneering SCU
1

physician to try h
premies to slumber und
1 the warmth
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Bundled

in a bunting, the red-faced , wrinkled baby rests quietly,

elephants- and the parents who brought

Children's Hospital at Stanford. Today,

head. A thick blanket covers his incu-

them- would have been excluded from

85 percent live. Modern, high-tech

bator, helping him ignore the stressful

the sterile, high- tech, life-and-death

medicine now saves in utero babies only

lights and sounds of an intensive-care

world of the neonatal intensive care

23 weeks old . In the past almost none

hospital nursery. Even with anN dan-

nursery. Instead of being wrapped in a

who were less than 29 weeks survived.

gling from each pencil-thin a rm and a

soft bunting, he would have been lying

But, she adds, the number of develop-

respirator attached to his skull, the

exposed in diaper only, under harsh

mental disabilities in the survivors has

premature

lights, his hands and feet awkwardly
splayed or tethered to prevent him from

not changed. And years b efore babies
also didn't stay in hospitals for months,

pulling out a vital tube.

vulnerable to the psychological dangers

infant is

unmistakably

The toy elephant - brought by his

1 998
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a powder-blue, plush elephant draped over his

human, cuddleable.
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parents to make his incubator more
cheerful- has become his Linus blan-

would not have lived long enough to

As the high-technology revolution

ket. A reminder of his mother' s smell

reach an incubator. About seven percent

progressed, doctors and nurses focused

and touch, the elephant nestled on his

of the babies born in the United States

on extending survival earlier and earli-

head calms him and helps him preser ve

are premature. In the 1950s 85 percent

er, barely considering the impact of

his energy for his struggle to survive.

of these babies died, says Kathy (Straus)

these heroic efforts on the survivors .

Years before then he probably

of institutionalization.

Just a few years ago, this baby would

VandenBerg '66 , director of the Infant

"The brain is forming so dramati-

have been denied such comfort. Toy

Development Program at Lucile Packard

cally during the last three to four
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months of pregnancy, " VandenBerg

ment. The equipment was all chrome.

the intellectual abili-

says. "Premies travel on a different

They were overstimulated. It never got

ty , the power and

the developmental program. In anoth-

developmental journey because when

dark or quiet. I knew you couldn't

strength to push and
push
and push,"

er study, mothers who received unique

they are born the right hemisphere and

calm the babies unless the environ-

frontal lobe of the brain is not finished.

ment was changed. I h ad to get sup-

Those parts of the brain expect to get

port for a quiet, dim nursery."

stimulation from inside the uterus."

"The babies were

Umansky

and

side the womb is not what the brain is

received federal funding to set

expecting, the neurons and brain cells

up a national model develop-

change. The brains of premature

mental program in the intensive

infants , however, can form pathways

care nursery. In 1987 they also
opened a training center to

loud,

bright, hectic environment.
The equipment was all chrome.
The babies were overstimulat-

After five years at Oakland,

Because the pattern of stimulation out-

In a

ed. It never got dark or quiet.

VandenBerg

I knew you couldn't calm the
babies unless the environment was changed."

was approximately 10 times the cost of

training in their infant's developmental

Umansky says. "She

needs scored 30 to 50 points higher in

really devoted herself

assessments of them feeding the baby

to this. It takes that

just before being discharged from the

kind of energy." Eter-

hospital. "The experimental mothers

nally positive, Vanden-

were

Berg

VandenBerg says. "The control moms

likes

talking

tuned

in

to

their

babies ,"

about the develop-

were anxious, had little confidence."

mental approach, how
it works, what it means

the study published in Clinical Pediatrics -

VandenBerg says the reaction from

that are appropriate if given the right
amounts of activity, support, and stim-

teach assessment and interven-

need two years to catch up to where he

for the babies. It takes much more than

the third randomized trial to show pos-

ulation, she says. Often this means

tion techniques to staff based on a

would be developmentally if he had been

itive results from applying the develop-

program developed by Heidelise

born full term.

a nudge to get her to talk about how hard
it has been.
"All along there has been resis -

approach gain wider acceptance in the
neonatal care community. "I've been

minimizing outside stimuli.

Als, an associate professor of psy-

76

Richard Umansky,

MD , a child development specialist at
Children's

Hospital

in

When VandenBerg was working

chology at Harvard Medical School and

with nurses in Oakland , they initiated

tance," she admits. "It's still there. It's

Children's Hospital in Boston. Their

the "kangaroo method" -skin-to-skin

always going to be there for people who

efforts have paid off.

contact, with parents holding their

work in a high-tech environment.

mental method -

has helped her

told that when you have three studies,
you've made it," she says.

Oakland,

"Developmental interventions have

Modifying the environment - putting

babies against their skin to encourage

People who choose that kind of medi-

VandenBerg is a much sought-after

became concerned about the psycho-

helped many premature infants on the

babies in buntings, covering incubators

cine tend to see relationships or the

speaker at conferences throughout the

logical impact of months of hospital-

road to recovery," says Dr. Barry

with blankets to reduce light and noise

bonding. The infant recognizes his
mother's smell, heartbeat, and voice.

developmental approach as touchy-

ization on premature babies. He asked

Fleisher, associate professor of pedi-

-is the easy part of developmental care.

One mother told VandenBerg: "When

feely. They can' t believe it's not the

VandenBerg, who has a philosophy

atrics at Stanford University School of

Modifying care giving, including the

he's in the incubator, he belongs to the

degree from Santa Clara and a mas-

Medicine and the medical director of

traditional social nature of nursing, is

technology that matters, that it's a
human thing."

ter's degree in education from CSU -

the Infant Development Program at

much harder. Noise- even from nurs-

doctors and nurses. When he's on my
chest, he belongs to me."

San Francisco, to work with these very

Packard Children's Hospital.

es exchanging friendly hellos harm the infant.

young premies.
Since she began the program at
Children's

Hospital

in

Oakland,

can

1

ar en t

The importance of a baby being

To win over the neonatal
doctors and nurses, trained in

able to bond to his parents cannot be

the scientific method, Vanden-

Parents also must be trained. They

over-emphasized, VandenBerg says.

Berg and colleagues began a

often feel helpless when confronted with

When babies and parents don't bond

series of studies to prove that the

their tube-entwined infants. Fathers in

well, the parents start to resent their

developmental approach is "a

baby, who requires so much extra care

science as well as an art," she says.

and is much fussier than the average

"I've been spending my whole life
trying to prove this."

VandenBerg worked as a staff infant

who has ever
been in tune with his baby can under-

development educator, training nurses

stand VandenBerg's approach. Because

and doctors to respond to babies' cues

nurses are occupied with life-saving

particular, VandenBerg says, are often
afraid to even touch their sensitive

and building bridges between parents
and those who are saving their babies'

measures, babies may cry and not be

babies. And sometimes a premie's

infant. "Premies are at high risk for

responded to consistently. "What is the

behavior such as "gaze aversion" can be

child abuse and attachment disorders,"

lives. For the past six years, she has con-

baby learning? That life is overwhelm-

misread by parents. When they are over-

she says. "And there is more likely to be

study are dramatic . Conducted by

divorce in their families."

Fleisher, VandenBerg, and six other

world. She and her assistants train pro-

researchers at Children's Hospital at

fessionals from the Western states,

Stanford, the findings were published

England, Sweden, and Pacific Rim

The results of the most recent

tinued to work as an infant development

ing and no one has time to respond?"

stimulated, premature babies may look

educator and as the director of the

VandenBerg says. "Nurses are saving

away from whomever is holding them to

Infant Development Program at the

lives in a dramatic way at the same time

protect themselves from being over-

Packard Children's Hospital. Her focus

the baby is learning that the world is an

whelmed. Although premies who prac-

Van den Ber g

faced an

in Clinical Pediatrics in October 1995.

countries in this method. She regularly

is the Charles B. and Ann L. Johnson

overwhelming place." Also, in a tradi-

tice gaze aversion are showing that they

uphill battle when she began pioneer-

Compared to the control babies, the

gets calls asking her advice not only

42 of

tional prernie nursery, procedures are

are good at self regulation, parents often

ing this method at Children's Hospital

babies who participated in the treat-

from major hospitals but also from

the most fragile of the premature babies.

done to babies rather than with them.

find this disconcerting. Explaining what

in Oakland.

VandenBerg recalls her attempts at fam-

Part of VandenBerg's job is to show

ily - centered, developmental care in
Oakland. "For the first five years, I wasn't

nurses how to read these premies'

infants are doing and teaching parents
to read babies' cues not only help infants

behavioral signals, to pace their care

develop in the nursery but also give par-

sure what to do . Nurses wanted me to

based on the infants' needs not prede-

ents confidence in assisting their babies

focusing more on the physiology and

astounding $129,000 per baby or

calm the irritable babies. These babies

termined schedules, and to provide

when they are released from the hospi-

biochemistry of premature infants,

$2.19 million for the 17 babies who

were in a loud, bright, hectic environ-

consistency.

tal. A typical sick premature infant may

than on high-tech care. "Kathy had

participated in the experiment. That

Center, which can handle up to

r6

1
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ment group came off the respirator

small nurseries with only a few babies.

more quickly, fed better, and left the

And she has a regular column on devel-

thing to do," Umansky says. "She chal-

hospital an average of almost three

lenged the system, which at the time was

weeks earlier. The hospital saved an

opmental care in Neonatal Network, a professional publication.

"It was a creative and courageous
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It is 7:30p.m., August ~5, 1998, aboard U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker Polar Star offthe coast ofAlaska near Ig Cape. SCU stu-

SEA UNT

dents]eren:Y Bates '99 and Aaron l#ast '99, along with SCU adjunct
engineering instructor Jeff Ota, are preparing to locate a sunken
whalingjleet through use ofa TROV (telepresence remoteJy operated
vehicle) that will roam the previousJy unexplored .fi"igid waters. This is notyour average "field trip. "
Indeed, what mc;ry be the Universi,!y's most notable collaboration with government and industry to
date presents a once-in-a-lifetime learning experience for all involved. It is a lesson in team work and
integrated learning. In serendipi!J. In ingenui,!y. In commitment to meeting ambitious goals. It also will
show that undergraduates, who are not usua!Jy given such hands-on experience, are capable of
ground-breaking research.

Jeff Ota, Jeremy Bates, and Aaron
Weast as they embark on the
Arctic adventure of a lifetime.

-r

team's route to the Arctic began as a

casual conversation at an October 1997 backyard
barbecue hosted by Weast, a mechanical engi -

of thermal vents found here on earth.
A TROV, equipped with a pair of stereo
cameras, produces a picture that appears in three

neering major and student of Ota. There Ota

dimensions to viewers using special eyewear. It is

met Bates for the first time,

also able to record film footage underwater using

and

these cameras. This footage can then be translat-

A signpost speaks silently of

Barrow, Alaska's distance from
many points of the compass.
Aaron [left) and Jeremy mark the

they

discussed

Bates'

anthropology major and the

ed via software into a virtual reality computer

special emphasis in marine

simulation of the environment that was filmed.

archaeology he had devised

Viewers can then use this computer-generated

with department chair Russell

image in order to virtually "fly" through an envi-

Skowronek. Ota mentioned

ronment that TROV had visited earlier. The

the utility of TROVs for

expedition provided the opportunity to apply

marine archaeology work and
said he knew of a TROV at

this 3-D technology, originally developed by
NASA for its Pathfinder Project, to the field of

NASA (his full-time employ-

marine research.

er) that had been in mothballs

Within a month of their request, the team

for two years. By the end of the

had the go-ahead from NASA. Ota assembled a

evening a plan was born : Ask

restoration group of five juniors that included

NASA to allow SCU under-

Weast and Bates. Each of the three brought dif-

graduates supervised by Ota to
restore the TROV.

ject was an opportunity to hone his mechanical

ferent interests to the table. For Weast , the pro-

What, you may ask, is

engineering skills as pilot of the TROV. For

NASA, a space agency , doing

Bates, it was a chance to develop an underwater

Alex Derbes [left] of Case Western

in the field of underwater

research

Reserve University joins Jeff,

research? According to Ota,

assist in archaeo-

their astrobiology program

logical research. And

aid

to

Jeremy, and Aaron as they stand

completion of the TROV restoration was April 15 ,
by to be helicoptered from Barrow

1998 - the date of an Arctic and Antarctic Access

to the Polar Star.

Workshop cosponsored by NASA, the National

has focused on thermal vents

for Ota, it was a

geographic beginning of their

as a source of energy and pos -

chance

Arctic trek.

sibly life on other planets. In

more about under-

particular, they believe there
are thermal vents in an underground ocean on

water 3-D imaging,
of use in his doc-

Mars and under the ice of Europa (a moon of

toral work in under-

rative research mission involving SCU, the three sponsoring agencies ,

Jupiter). But before sending expensive mis-

water controls at

and Deep Ocean Engineering, a San Leandro manufacturer of

sions to probe such vents, NASA is trying to

Stanford University.

TROVs willing to loan a Phantom XTL TROV for the expedition. The

learn all it can about the size and composition

Target date for

to

learn

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and the U.S. Coast Guard. The team made their deadline
and, by the end of the conference, had talked their way into a collabo-

research plan was to conduct TROV explorations in the Arctic Ocean
while seeking evidence of a sunken fleet of 32 whaling ships from New
Bedford , Massachusetts, which in r87r were caught in ice off the coast
of Alaska and abandoned.
As the expedition took shape, it was christened the 'Jeremy

The expedition provided the opportunity to

Project." Bates, as student principal investigator, buried himself in
research on the whaling fleet, its history, its route, its most likely

apply this 3-D technology, originally

resting place , and what ship artifacts might look like. Weast worked at

de v e 1ope d by NASA f o r its Pa t hfin de r Project,

The TROY and supporting equip·
ment undergo a final check before

to the field of marine research.

deployment.

Deep Ocean Engineering to become more familiar with TROVs ,
both building them and "flying" them in the firm ' s swimming pool.

Aaron adjusts the lnmarsat 8

Meanwhile , Ota became chief fund raiser and purchasing agent.

satellite dish to establish the
first Internet link system in the

Arctic Ocean.

20 1
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destroying the systems' circu itry, leaving

Aa ron rea dies the TR OY fo r

them only the TROV and old maps to
rely on. The TROV, only 43 inches

deployme nt orr the LCYP.

long weighing in at roo pounds, was capable of cruising the ocean
floor at two knots . Yet since the potential wreck area entailed more
than roo square miles, they were truly searching for a needle in a
haystack.
Revising their approach plans, the group moved the ship back to the
last known location of the whaling fleet. And that is where they are when
we pick up on August 25. (Continued on page 24.)

Off to a SCREEMing start

From

After securing a $20,000 commitment from SCU's
Technology Steering Committee and the Engineering Alumni Board, Ota leveraged this money to
obtain more than $300,000 in donated products

left,

NASA

September 19991aunch. Once launched, the

SCREEM (Santa Clara Remote Extreme

last-minute configuration change in the rocket

satellite will send back data for a few hours up

Environment Mechanisms] lab. Co-directed by

that will place the device into space, the team

to a few days. Student researchers: Maureen

volunteers Ota and Chris Kitts, graduate stu-

produced two launchable configurations of the

Breiling {EE '99), Carina Hu {EE '99), Shannon

dent director of Stanford's Space Systems

same spacecraft. Barnacle One is scheduled

Lyons {CoEn '99}, Dina Hadi {ME '99), Adelia

for launch in April1999 as part of a joint mis-

Valdez {EE '99), Amy Slaughterbeck {EE'99],

sion with Stanford and a private rocket devel-

Theresa Kuhlman [ME '98).

JeffOta [with cap] checki ng e-mail

the nation working in concert with government,

oper. Barnacle Two, an enhanced version of

industry, and other educational institutions.

Barnacle One, is being considered for launch in

Project Triton . Weast, Bates, and six other

late 1999. Student researchers: Sean O'Boyle

SCU students are designing and building the

the School of Engineering curriculum in Spring

{EE '98), Pascal Stang {EE '98}, Joe Connors

University's own underwater TROV. In collabo-

1997. His philosophy: "Robotics design is best

{EE '98 ), Jeff Brasket {EE '98), Nick Woods

ration with Oregon State University oceanogra-

accomplished when you take an integrated

{CoEn '98], Adam Conway {ME '91), Aaron

phy researchers, team members will take the

approach bringing mechanical, electrical, and

Weast [ME '99 ] .

TROV to Deception Island, Antarctica, in April

using the first remote Internet link

system in the Arctic Ocean.

In late July the three flew to Barrow, Alaska, with the Phantom
XTL where they spent several days on ground getting used to the Arctic
climate, encountering their first ice floes, testing o u t their equipment, and meeting with local community groups interested in the
sunken fleet. They were then helicoptered on board the Polar Star.
By August 23 the Polar Star was in position off Icy Cape for the
team to make its first attempt at locating the shipwreck. P lans were to
first u se a side scan SONAR system donated by the U .S . Navy in order
to search wide areas of the ocean floor quickly and efficiently.
(SONAR can search a five-square-mile area in just five hours, whereas the TROV can cover only one-tenth of a square mile in the same
time .) However, two different SONAR systems shorted out on them
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to test new components in space. Due to a

Development laboratory (SSDl], SCREEM is one

in the Mars Pathfinder mission.

22 1

further tests on the device prior to a

rent or completed R8cD projects at SCU's new

over to SSDl by March 1999 for it to conduct

of the few undergraduate engineering labs in

Among the other donations, NASA contributed the 3 - D software used

orr the Polar Star.

spacecraft offlirs industry an inexpensive way

Jamie Silva, and Mark Leon join

day cost of the Polar Star) from the other agencies .

Guard diver, the TROY is deployed

under one year. With a $12,000 price tag. the

lines in recent months, it is only one of five cur-

Dam ien Canerot, Seth Carter,

and services for the trip (including the $20,000-a-

Accompanied by a U.S. Coast

researchers

While the Arctic expedition has garnered head-

Ota introduced a mechatronics class into

computer engineers to the same project." Thus

1999 to search for trace manganese particles

all SCREEM lab teams have at least one mem-

Project Artemis . In a male-dominated

emitted by hydrothermal vents in an underwa-

ber from each of these specialty areas plus the

aerospace industry, seven women engineering

ter volcano. They also will be t eaming with

occasional social science or physical science

students are showing their muscle by creating

NASA to develop a new way of taking stereo

major. The teams also include at least one

the smallest satellite ever built, a 3-by-3-by-1-

images of the vents using digital cameras,

junior in order to provide continuity between

inch picosatellite weighing 200 grams. The

based on Weast's recommendations/refine-

one year's work and the next.

Artemis researchers are tackling one of the

ments after navigating the TROV cameras on

current challenges ofthe space industry:

the Arctic trip. Once built, the SCU TROV will be

attempting to perform compelling science with

used in underwater research collaborations for

In addition to the TRDV restoration and the
Jeremy Project described elsewhere, SCREEM's
workload also includes:

a satellite smaller than one kilogram. Design

years to come. Student researchers: Aaron

challenges have included making the

Weast {ME '99), Trevor Wigle {ME '99), Calvin

Project Barnacle . TheSCREEMflagship

picosatellite tough enough to survive extreme

Lwin {EE '99), Alana Laurence [EE '99), Jason

team of seven students is designing and build-

temperature changes, radiation, and the

Cook {ME '99), Brad Perkins {ME '99), Chad

ing a spacecraft- the first built by students in

launch itself. The team will turn the satellite

Bu/ich {ME '00), Jeremy Bates [Anthro '99).
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The TROVhas been deplC!Jied earJy in the d~ enabling l#astto get in some 3-D imaging practice and

TROV m.aneuvering time along the ocean floor. "Flat" is the word all use to describe the land's contours. After dinner the three reconvene on deck to view the TROV monitor and see what else can be
found. An attractive starfish stands out among the bottom -feedingfish in their viewfinder. OnJy as thry
begin to stucjy it do thry see that it's sitting in a square depression with ridges around it. The ridges
appear 4 to 5 inches high and squared offon the sides. Could it be a ship's keel? Or might the markings have been made b anchor drag or ice gouging? The answer won't be found tod~ as it's nearJy 10
p.m. Marking the site with a buC!Ji, the team calls it a d~.
On August 2 6 divers descend to the site and report back that the ridges are indeed made oftimber. Eureka! The team has found a man -made structure- most probabJy one of the New Bedford
ships. As luck would have it a camera crew from NBC and an independent producer for The Discovery
Channel are on board this d~ and the TROV images also are being broadcast live over the Internet so
millions share in the discovery.
August 25 and 26 prove to be the high points ofthe mission, as on subsequent d~s the weather does
not cooperate and divers are not able to find the site again in order to obtain apiece ofthe timber. Proof
ofthe mission's success, therefore, rests with the TROV's taped evidence and the divers' testimor:91.

Jeremy (standing] and KTUU/ NBC

Next on the agenda is Project Triton in

reporter Andrew Vrees discuss the

which seven SCU undergraduates will

Aaron guides the TROV as it
searches the Arctic floor for the

build their own TROV from scratch, then

shipwreck video.

collaborate with Oregon State University

shipwrecks.

include such things as violent wave action, strong cur-

and NASA researchers on an Antarctic

rents, bad visibility, and limited means of deployment

While Project Jeremy
is now officially

expedition next April. (See sidebm~ page 23.)
As the new team tackles Triton with Weast

into the design. Also, often you may be limited to very little manpower
-which requires that the vehicle be simple, yet effective. It shouldn't be

completed,

as student principal investigator, both Bates

anything that can't be handled by just a few people. Always expect the

on

and Weast look back on their Arctic experience

unexpected- if something can go wrong it probably will. It is crucial to

underwater remote-

with an eye to lessons learned.
From Bates: "It was a crash course in team

minimize the amount of things that could go wrong. The TROV is

management. Each one of us had a job to do

chemistry. As engineers we need to think of everything so in the event

SCU

student work

ly operated vehicles

merely a tool to get another job done, be it biology, archaeology, or

is just gearing up.
Phil Kesten, chair

and had to make sure that we did it to the best

of an extremely rare opportunity we are ready to go and don't have to

of the Technology

of our abilities and in a professional manner

worry about the TROV."

Steering Commit-

every day. I think we all managed to keep one

Given the extensive media attention the expedition received, Ota and

tee, cites these ongo-

another in check. We also received a quick

company have been receiving feelers from several organizations about

ing R&D activities as

introduction to the politics of scientific

potential collaboration in the future such as working with Ilisagvik College

a key reason for the

research, as we had to deal simultaneously with

in Barrow, Alaska, to continue research on the sunken New Bedford fleet.

TSC funding. "Perhaps the most exciting aspect

large institutions like the Coast Guard, NASA,

Whatever partnerships develop, SCU's name is now permanently linked

of the project," he notes, "is that it wasn't just a

NOAA, the Department of the Interior, Santa

with underwater exploration using remotely operated vehicles.

one-shot deal: our students and faculty will be

Clara University, and various offices within the

able to continue to collaborate with scientists and
engineers from other institutions on frontier,

state of Alaska. "
From Weast : "I learned that you can never

interdisciplinary research."

count on having 'perfect' conditions. You must

Members of the U.S. Coast Guard,

Connie Hincklry is a Bqy Area ji-eelance writer and fund raising consultant. Readers wishing to learn more about the work of the SCREEM lab can contact their website:
<http:!lscreem.engr.scu.edu> .

Santa Clara University, and NASA
prepare the landing craft vehicle
(LCVP) fort he TROV deployment.
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-vby Katlilecn (Nino) Gastello '

__:;,:

Few Bronco sports fans realize when driving into
the Leavey Parking Lot or entering Toso Pavilion that
they are treading on remnants of World War II history. For it was here in April 1946 that prefabricated
barracks intended for American troops in the Pacific
were erected to accommodate mar.
ried veterans returning to study at '""fl Jere \Vas a ecrta111
S.)Tilllnetr)T l.o life in
Santa Clara University.
the VH la~e. T]H~
Mter the armistice, several vetern1ood \ras ver\·
•
ial., and r\rerrone
ans came to Santa Clara to earn (""'<'en
>
•
kne\v l heir n<~i(~hundergraduate and graduate degrees
bors. ~loner \ras
compliments of the GI Bill. Enroll- dear, and everyone
•
ment at the college grew from 556
\\ras in the S<UllC
to 879 virtually overnight, thus boat People had to
creating a serious housing short- n1ake do 1vith \rhat
\Vas availablr. ""
age. Since the rest of the nation
Rick Crawley '56
was feeling a similar housing
pinch, the federal government passed the Mead
Resolution which allowed nonprofit and educational
institutions to receive housing free from the military.
With the arrival of Santa Clara's shipment of "metal
houses," veterans dug in to convert each barracks into
two, three, or four separate units and created a total of
t.

.\!'rial I ' it'll' nl' scr
c·ampus wilh Vrlcrans
\'illa,1?;r rirdt•cl.

Kallwrim· Ernslrnm
On Bois c·a1•1nrrs
1111' c·amc•ra"s allc•nlinn.
wl1ilc•Tony ·;;2 and
J) j;uw Silnira prmidr

llw b:l!'kdrol'·
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112 apartments. While originally
intended for veterans, by the mid'50s Village housing had became
available to all married students.
Metal exterior walls and plywood or sheetrock interior walls
between units made The Village a
cozy residence with neighbors able
Frank Fiscalini '48
to borrow a cup of sugar simply by
yelling through the wall. In the hot months, inventive
residents put sprinklers on the roofs of the metal huts
to cool down the interior of the structures.
Most tenants had few monetary resources, so it was a
time of sharing. Neighbor helped neighbor. They babysat
one another's children and some"The Village 'vas a
times played bridge or poker
good place for ldds.
together. Those with cars gave rides
There ,;vere no 1naterlal
to those who did not. Potluck partrappings. But \Ye
ties were a regular .Village occurdidn't need then1."
Tom Ferguson '61
rence. Free red wine was provided
by a student whose. part-time job
involved cleaning out the barrels at Paul Masson winery.
Some resident couples worked as managers of the
''There 1-ras no
prir·ar.Y. bu people
respected ea(·h other.
There \ras no hesitation to pitch in and
hrlp .vour neighho1:
\(ni 'd be surprised
ho'Y nice sotne of the
units looked.'"

~8

I

Agl'adualion lu cclc·
bralc. Grace Nino holds
.John Nino, as Ed D.
Nino '56 ,JD '!i9 hal;mces Ed C. Nino '79 .10
'87. Fronl row, l'rom
lcfi: Julie Nino '77:
Andrew Till on; and
M:uy Nino '76. 1959.

~

Ed D. Nino '5B .10 '59
sends olf his hrood iu
I he l'amily llndson.
Grace Nino al I be
wheel; llla•:r Nino '76.
h·aehing cn·deuli;tl '79:
.Julie Niuo '77; and Ed
C. Niuo '79 .ID '87.

-~~-~&;·.·

1. '

•

Avillage view li·ow
Prall.-lnw Cannel)'. now
llw silc ol' Cas;t hali;um.
1952.

.Jauuuiugwilh lhr
Sanla Clara Couuly
Traohcrs Assneialiou.
19!1~ .

M;uy Ernslrom Case
rei urns from a succcssrnl shopping vrnlurr,
new hal. hox al her side.

The llrsllimc on I ror
sand casllcs. t'rom lcll:
Ollie N'on·ille: KalhcJinr
Ernslrom llnBois: ~la1:\'
Non·Wc; and Angela
En.~:,tstrom. 1953.
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Papa and son. Gc01gc
Shannon "59 .J[J 'G3
with baby Greg
Sh:tiiiiOII.

Aunlic Ma1:r's firs!
1·isil. M:u:r Ernslrmn
Case wilh KatiU'rinc
Ernslrom DuBois.
1953.
Angda Ernslrom at
,\la•:vknoll Scmimu:r.

Prelly as a 11iclm·r al a
in
Sa111a Cruz. From lcll:
~l:u:r Ernstrom Case:
Kalhl•rinc Ernslrnm
llulluis: ami .l.n,!!;cla
Ernslrom. 19:i-l.

pklure· lak:in,~ bonlh

•

George Shannon Ul '82
gels ready lo go. as
George Shan11on Jr. '59
.Ill '(i:J lrics lo rrlax.

A 11ew bon11rllor
Easier..l.ngcla
Ernslrom holding
Kalhcrinc Ernslnnu
Du.Bois. 19:i:t

complex in exchange for free rent. The wives were usually in charge of collecting the rent, while the husbands
worked as handymen when not
attending classes, studying, or "You paid the cxorbit:mt
rate of $28 a. tnonth
holding down part-time jobs. f(n· <UI unfurnisll(~d oneMost couples had one or more
bedroo·ln unit or $:32
'van ted
children so many women resi- a lllOllth if ..YOU
.
it furnished."
dents stayed at home. Some,
Philip Emstrom '52, MD
however, were teachers, nurses,
or workers in the candy factory or the Pratt-Low
Cannery across the street from the college.
Many Villagers devoted time to improving the appearance of their prefab community. They
"Livin(~ in the
wallpapered walls and planted flowers
Villa(~c vvas one
along walkways. Richard Caldwell '56
of the happiest
tilncs of 1n.y Ufe.'' managed to acquire two free poplar
Grace Nino
trees that were being torn out of a
(author's Inother)
street under construction in San Jose
and planted them in his front lawn. Today they tower over
Leavey Parking Lot as a reminder of the post-war years,
long after the Village was sold and dismantled in 1963.
Kathleen {Nino) Gastello '88 fonrlly rememhl·rs her parents aud older siblings reminiseing ahont.theirycars as Villag-e p roplc. SA~TA CLARA ~LI.GAZINF.thauks tJm
fiunilics ofllrac·r and Ed Nino, ,\u~-cla ami Philip Emslrom. and CarroU :nul George Shannon lor gl"acionsly sharing their 11hoto albums ror this piecr.
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From Donohoe Alumni House I
By SCU Alumni Association Executive Director Jerry Kerr '61

University mourns loss of Fr. Lou

Remembering our colleague: a life ofand for Santa Clara Universi!J
Wre Santa Clara University to honor those individuals who

contribute to the well-being of deserving individuals or

consistently live up to its mission, Louis Ignatius Bannan, S.J.,

organizations. Fifteen chapters, whose participants included

would head the list of nominees. Through a lifetime of devo-

alumni, SCU faculty, staff, and students, joined in March

tion to the path set by his namesake, St. Ignatius of Loyola, Fr.

1998 events. Activities included refurbishing a Los Angeles

Bannan personified the values espoused by the saint. As Father

parish hall, feeding Spokane homeless , and upgrading a

many times said in his half- kidding way, the Ignatian destiny

Sacramento school library. Watch your mail for details or

and the intervention of the Holy Spirit left him little choice.

contact the Alumni Office.

"He knew where he was going and ... expressed a lovely eagerness to get there."

Teacher. Mentor. Friend to generations of

University in Spokane, WA, where he earned his

Santa Clara University students, Louis Bannan,

AB and MA degrees.

S.J., died Sept. 15 at the Sacred Heart Jesuit

Fr. Bannan went on to study theology at

Center in Los Gatos, CA.

Alma College, then located in Los Gatos, fol-

"Father Lou," as he was affectionately

As a youngster in the 1920s, he was smitten by Santa Clara
University when he visited his older brothers at the campus.

Recruit a new Santa Claran

Each day of the 45 years that followed his initial assignment to

Each year approximately 1,000 students choose to enter SCU

the faculty represented a life of and for Santa Clara.

as freshmen. You can help prospective students make their

He loved to teach and to empower students to do their

decisions by volunteering for the Alumni-New Student

best. His knowledge of human nature and concern for others

Recruitment Program in your area. As a participant, you will

represented a basic tenet ofjesuit education: individual atten-

call prospective students and become their SCU contact per-

tion. Although Father built more bridges and developed more

son, answering questions and easing their transition from high

lifelong relationships than one might imagine, each person

school to university. Currently, this program is in place in

who knew him, be they student, alumnus, alumna, relative, or

California, but the Alumni Association and the SCU

friend, always felt a special friendship with him and honored

Admissions Office want to expand to other key states. If you

the bond that connected each to the University. During his 40

would like to participate, callJana Hee at 408-554-5114.

lowed by an additional four years of graduate

called by students and the SCU community

study in education at Catholic University in

during his 45-year campus career, had battled

Washington, DC. Before joining the SCU faculty,

cancer for the final two of his 84 years.

he taught at Saint Ignatius High School in San

Commenting on Fr. Bannan's death, Paul J.

Francisco and Loyola Marymount University in

Locatelli, S.J., '60, SCU president, said, "Fr.

Los Angeles.

Bannan grew in wisdom as he aged. Words •

The Bannan family has maintained close

that best capture this man of prayer are kind- ~

ties to the University. Three generations of the

ness, compassion, and graciousness, but ~

family have attended SCU, and the family tree

most of all, love of God and neighbor. He lived

comprises more than 90 alumni.

these virtues."

In 1981 as Fr. Bannan approached his 50th anniversary as a

Gerald McKevitt, S.J., professor of history and University histori-

Jesuit, his family asked him to suggest ways they could honor him at

an, recalled Fr. Bannan's response to a survey asking him to list his

the University. Fr. Bannan replied, "So many universities drift .into

avocations. "Fr. Bannan responded, 'people and golf.' I think he loved

secularism, and it seemed to me that it would be important to bolster

Recognize distinguished service

golf," commented McKevitt, "precisely because he loved the friends

Santa Clara in every way we could to maintain and increase .. . spiritu-

We are seeking nominations for the 1999 lgnatian Awards,

he played with. He had a wonderful way of connecting with people-

ality ...." Education, Fr. Bannan continued, "involves seeking answers

Parts of two messages sent to the Alumni Office, however,

recognizing distinguished service to humanity by SCU

students, alumni, co-workers, family, and fellow Jesuits.

for not only 'what is' but 'what should be,' and it means encouraging

indicate what Fr. Bannan meant to others. The first arrived

alumni. Each year the Alumni Association presents this

"Fr. Bannan," continued McKevitt, "set a Christian example of how

from Kitty Galloway, retired Alumni Office staff member.

award to several individuals who have given time, commit-

life can come to its end with grace and even humor. He often told me,

Through the generous contributions of 55 members of his family,

"Few people," she wrote, "have achieved the position of respect

ment, and heart to the less fortunate. Please send us a note,

with a twinkle in his eye and a wry smile, 'Dying is an interesting expe-

the Louis I. Bannan, S.J., Foundation for Christian Values was estab-

and high esteem that Fr. Bannan enjoyed for so many years in

e-mail, or fax stating your nominations with a description

rience.' He definitely looked forward to seeing God face to face. For

lished in 1982 with the intent to enhance the Jesuit and Catholic

about how each alumnus has affected his community or fel-

Lou, that would be the most interesting part of the experience. He not

character of the University. In 1997, with an additional grant from the

low man for the better. We rely on you to identify those you

only believed, but he also knew where he was going, and he some-

Arline and Thomas J. Bannan Foundation, the foundation was

feel should be honored. The new IgnatianAward honorees

times expressed a lovely eagerness to get there."

renamed the Rev. Louis I. Bannan, S.J., Institute for Jesuit Education

years on the alumni chapter trail, he was always the first to be
greeted and last to be bid farewell.
We cannot adequately summarize the value of his journey.

the Santa Clara community. His absence will be felt by many
for years to come."
The second is a message from John Shean '64 to one of
Father's grandnieces. "He was proud to be a priest," Shean
recalled, "and a member of the Society ofJesus. His delight in

will join the list of 44 past recipients at the Winter Board of
Directors luncheon on March 20, 1999, at Santa Clara.

seeing younger Bannans continue to matriculate at Santa Clara
was evident as he regaled their accomplishments. However, what
I shall remember most ab.out this dear humble servant of God
was the way he said 'Santa Clara.' And now he has met her."

S ANTA CLARA UNI V E RSITY ALuMNI Asso c iAT ION

Maintaining Ties Between Graduates & th e Campus Since 1881

Lend a helping hand

m

In the Association's tradition of service, alumni chapters
around the country are preparing for their annual March
Santa Clara Day of Service. Following the format of previous

Santa Clara Universi_ty; Santa Clara, CA 95053 - 9980
Phone 408 -554-6800; Far 408-554- 2155
<jkerr@scu. edu>

years, chapters will be organizing service projects in their

After joining SCU in 1953, Fr. Bannan taught educational psy-

the search for faith that promotes justice."

and Christian Values.

chology until 1978. Known as a nurturing and compassionate pro-

The Bannan name is further linked with SCU. The family's generos-

fessor, Fr. Bannan also played key roles beyond the classroom. For

ity is reflected in the Thomas J. Bannan Professorship in Engineering

40 years he resided in residence halls and was available to stu-

and in two buildings named in honor of the family's brothers.

dents as adviser and chaplain. In 1958 he added to his teaching

Preceded in death by five brothers and three sisters, Fr. Bannan is

assignment the post of assistant to the president for alumni rela-

survived by his sister, Patricia B. Cruden of Hillsborough, CA, and

tions, a commitment he filled until his death. In fact, until recently

numerous nieces and nephews .

he came to the office daily and often spent evenings and weekends
at alumni- sponsored events.

Contributions honoring Fr. Bannan may be made to the SCU Alumni
Family Scholarship Fund or the University's Louis I. Bannan, S.J.,

Born in San Francisco and one of 10 children, Fr. Bannan entered the
Jesuit order in 1931 and was ordained a priest in 1944. He attended SCU

Institute for Jesuit Education and Christian Values, c/o Santa Clara
University, Santa Clara, CA 95053-0452.

as a student from 1933 to 1935, when he transferred to Gonzaga

communities , giving alumni and friends an opportunity to
32
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Class Notes I

therapist in Susanville, CA. He contracts

Center for Sacred Psychology, Marina Del

with hospitals to treat sports-related

Ray, CA.

injuries. Duane Louis is retired. He and his

I

I

wife, Annette, live at Summerset in

61

Brentwood, CA, where he pu r sues his

are celebrating her 1998 Woman of the

33 T. Edward Bailly, J r., MD has retired

hobby of golf. T hey have 21 grandchildren.

Year award presented by the Stanislaus

Eugene Plsenti retired in 1993 after teaching

County Commission for Women . They live

from his surgery practice at St. Mary's

and coaching football for 36 years in

in Modesto, CA.

By Amy Raimundo '95

Hospital, San Francisco.

Californ ia high schools. He and his wife,

47 Ralph Oswald has retired from the

E'dgee, live in Redding, CA.

restaurant business. He is active with the
Padua Kitchen, Men lo Park, CA, where
he feeds 500 people per day- with no

AI

dren, two foster children, and six grandchildren. He lives in San Jose where he has

Arlington, VA, with h is wife, Antoinette,

been teaching, with an emphasis in

and daughter, Claire.

psychology, for the past 34 years .

55 R. J. Stoney , MD is a professor of

64 Fred deFuniak is principal at Silver

surgery at UC-SF, where he has been a fac-

Creek High Sch ool in San Jose. He

complaints from his patrons.

48 Enrique Pereira commutes between
Miami, FL, and Central Ameri ca and

ulty member for 33 years . He is planning

m our ns the passing of his wife of 30 years,

remains busy with his eight children and

his retirement.

Terri, in January 1998.

56 William Chambers made his third hole-

67 Antonia Allegra completed a year's

in- one on Apr. 15, 1998 , at the Bartley

service as p r es ident of the In ternational

Cavanaugh Golf Course, Sacramento.

Association of Culinary Professionals.

13 grandch ildren.

49 Michael Donovan was ordained to the
Permanent Diaconate onJune

I,

1985.

He makes his home in Sacramento, CA.
Patrick Golden , MD retired from

58

Sh e has been director of the Symposium
for Professional Food Writers for n ine

George Bukow has retired after 33

Permanente Medical Group in May 1997.

years at Draper Laboratory. He enjoys

years. Ronald Piziali and his wife, Diane, live

Edward Silva serves as a member of Saint

time with his seven children an d three

in Saratoga, CA. Their son, Nicholas '00 ,

grandch il dr en .

is a jun ior at SCU. Their oldest son,

Joseph's Parish Council, Hilo, HI.

50 John Mooney and h is wife, Sandra,
boat, Utopia, from California to Florida.
Mexico , Guatemala, Costa Rica, Panama,
Honduras, and Belize.
Ben Brown is retired from Inland

Steel Co. after a 42-year career. He is
enjoying time with his grandchild r en, Sara
and Nick.

53

Raymond Dempsey works in the ti tle

insurance field . He and his wife, Sylvia,
enjoy spending time with their grandsons,

1

May 14 & 15, 1999

child in J une.

59 Lawrence Schechtel is semi-retired

68

Lynda (Cataldo) Conway is marketing

and communications director for the Santa

He works occasionally in defen se-related
fields. He and his wife of 38 years, Sylvia,

Ana (CA) Chamber of Commerce and
editor of the Ci!JILine newspaper. The Ci!JILine
recently earned a national award of excel-

are enjoying traveling.

lence in communication from the American

60 Frederick Fruh llng lives in Lake Tahoe,
CA, with his wife of 38 years, Sheila. They
fo ll ow thoroughbred racing in Cali fornia .

MA GAZ I NE / N OVEMBER

"followed by an evening banquet." On

staged on a Jesuit campus, and deco-

the second day the group enjoys an ali-

rating for Homecoming t hrough the wee

day picnic. Celebratory locations have

hours of the morning. The setting was

included Bermuda, Sedona, AZ, and the

Santa Clara University in the late

Grand Canyon.

1960s, and fo r Class of 1970 graduates

Th is Ap ri l Aries XXX was held in Carmel

Henry Hansel, Pat rick Crahan, and Brian

Valley, CA. To celebrate the friends' 30

O'Ha ra these were the salad days of

years of loyalty to one another and to

their youth.

the University, as well as their fiftieth

Du ring spring quarter of t heir sopho-

birthdays, family members purchased a

more year, the Kappa Zeta Phi members

commemorative bench fo r the trio to be

real ized they had mo re in common than their fraternity allegiance:

situated on the SCU campus.

they also shared the same birth sign. In fact , they were born within 24

The University's Development Office launched the bench program in

hours of each other - Henry and Brian on April14 and Pat rick on April

1996 as a way for friends of the University t o remember and honor

13. Capitalizing on the coincidence, the men decided to commemo-

their loved ones. A $3,000 gift purchases a teakwood bench with a

rate the occasion with a weekend of fun activities. And they chris-

plaque and endows its maintenance in perpetuity . Benches are

tened the event "Aries 1."

installed in attractive, landscaped areas around campus.

Th irty years later, despite the fact that t hey a re separated by a

Should Hansel, Crahan, and O'Hara choose SCU as the venue for

continent, Hansel, Crahan, and O'Hara continue to observe thei r birth -

future Aries celebrati ons, they'll be assured a resting spot on campus

days together.

that literally has their names on it.- Raya Elias

"It's much more structured now," comments Hansel. "At least
100 people attend each party, including family members, fe llow

Ray a Elias is communications coordinatorfor the SCU Development Office.

~

Moon Fruit and Produce Co. , Huron, CA.

1998

'VI)

Marine Corps Reserve. He presently is on
extended activity for one year with Marine
Forces Pacific. He is h eadquartered at

lives in San Francisco. Peter Wise MBA '73
and h is wife, Michelle, live in Boulder,
CO, where he is a financia l analyst for
Kaiser-Hill Company. They rode their '96

May 14 & 15, 1999

Harley- Davidson Fat Boy as part of the

Camp Smith, H I. His wife, Che ryl , and

69

children, Katie and Zachary, are at home

of Micro Times magazine and has lived in

in Healdsburg, CA. William Satariano has

Oakland for the past 20 years. Marilee Lau

Mary (Beemer) Eisenhart is the editor

95th reunion ride to Milwaukee, WI , this
June and Stu rgis, SD, in August.

Chamber of Commerce Executives. John

been awarded a Fulbright Fellowship to the

MBA '70 was nominated 1998 chair of

70 Carolyn (Antonin i) Cardinal II MA '73 is

Giovannetti and h is wife, Debbie, have lived

Institute of Social Med icine at the

th e DOL ER ISA Advisory Council,

substitute teaching in the Pleasanton (CA)

University of Amsterdam. William is pro-

Washington, DC. Charles Schmuck is presi-

School District and working in liturgical

fessor of epidemiology at UC - Berkeley.

dent of Charles E. Schmuck & Associates,

music at St. Michael's Parish in Livermore .

15, both scholar -athletes at Lemoore

Inc. , magazine representatives , with offices

She and her husband , J oe, are parents

High Sch ool. John is president of Half

in Los Ange les and San Francisco. He

of 19 - year-o ldjoe, and 17-year-old Angie.

in Lemoore, CA, for the past seven years
· with their children, Adam, 17, and Maureen,

Thomas Hedberg is co-director of the

C L A RA

the first Jefferson Airpla ne concert

John Rettig is a colonel in the U .S.

from the U.S. Department of Defense after

SA N TA

alumni, and offspring. We usually start
wit h a golf t ournament," he explains,

ment at Hitachi D ata Systems. And their

Eric and Dane. Carl Forrest, Jr. is a physical
34

They remember rooting the Bronco
football t eam on to victory, atte nding

daughter, Dana, welcomed their first grand -

35 years of m ilitary and civilian service.

52

Fraternity and University ties span three decades.

third son, Er ic, is in the Finance Depart-

~

Research Insti tute in 1991, sailed their
The three-year cruise included visits to

Marc, was married in March 1998. Their

~

fo ll owing his retirement from Stanford

The boys of Aries

Glrolami and his wife, Vera (Ferrara) ,

63 Joseph Weiss MA '73 has seven chil-

54 Bill Allen is ret ired, living in

Class Notes I
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Maryanne Hedderson·lngenthron is associate

Missions in Cameroon, West Africa , as well

Dissent in the English Church, was published in

dean of the School of Fine Arts, California

as a mission hospital on the Central African

1997 by the Edwin Mellen Press, Wales.

College of Arts and Crafts, Oakland. She

Republic border.

and her husband, Jon, are parents of

78

75 Jim Craven is manager of state gov-

CA. Sharon McMillan , S.N.D. , received

ernment affairs in Oregon for the

her doctorate in sacred liturgy from the

American Electronics Association . He lives

Newland and his ,vife , Kellie , welcomed a

Benedictine School, the Pontifical Liturgical

in Salem with his wife , Karen (Christensen)

son, Michael Patrick, on Apr . 30 , rgg8 . The

Institute, in Rome, Italy, May rgg8. She

'74, and daughters, Alicia and Lindsey.

family lives in Denver, CO. Jerilyn Tidwell

Max Ebrahimian, DDS, who has practiced

is retired from the insurance industry and

dentistry in Scotts Valley , CA, for r6 years,

is now spending time with her husband ,

recently was voted best dentist in a Scott's

Jerry , and sons , Chris , eight , John , four ,

Vallry Banner reader poll. His wife , Tina,

and RC , three . The family lives in Petaluma,

WA. Darcy Burns Williams has two sopho-

helps him in his private practice. They are

CA. John Wagner, program manager for

mores , TK and Brian, in college. She is

parents of Ariana and Elena. Mary Jane

TechStar Communications, Inc. , Silver

71

Karen Davison lives in Kalispell, MT,

(Genochio) Link is a program manager with

Spring, MD , was promoted to lieutenant

Hewlett- Packard Co. She and her husband,

colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve . He lives

Dean , live in Pleasanton, CA. Timothy Ryan

\vith his wife , Susan, and their three sons

with her sons, Luke and Andrew . Karen

mourns the passing of his father, Joseph

in Bel Air , MD . Paul Wagstaffe is founder

owns and manages a rental business.

Ryan , in June 1997. Elizabeth Wolfe is prin-

ofWagstaffe, Schwarzkopf & Allin, a Sacra-

73

mento law firm specializing in personal

cipal of Adelante Spanish Immersion
Patricia Houts-Hussey is executive

director for a new statewide nonprofit organization in Washington state that connects
the seriously ill and their loved ones to

School, Redwood City , CA. She has been

But it would take another five years before the

fee cups. The deal meant more visibility for SBC

full effects kicked in.

than ever before without having to open hun-

McDonald's route to java started with baked

dreds of new stores.

goods. After graduation he toyed with the idea

Yet McDonald knows that a simple, good cup

of professional baseball, but decided to take a

of coffee will not cut it in the future as consumer

job driving a truck in his wife Karen's father's

demands escalate. He sees his company follow-

bakery business. From there, he worked his

ing suit with Starbucks and other coffee stores

way up the company ladder until taking over as

that have branched out into new lines of drinks,

president in 1983 when his father-in-law

including tea drinks. "We know that every world-

passed away. Eventually McDonald grew the

class company has to continue to develop new

company, Northwest Baking, to include a chain

products," he says.

of 16 bakeries on the West Coast with 3,000

Innovation means creative thinking, a skill

employees and several large accounts, among

that McDonald, who majored in economics at
SCU, picked up during his college days. Learning from books was one

In 1994 McDonald jumped at the chance to purchase Seattle's Best

76 Jay Burcham retired from the U .S .
Army as a lieutenant colonel. He is now an
executive recruiter specializing in the cryo-

May 14 & 15, 1999

genics industry with TSA Inc . , Lakewood,

Andrew, I2. Doug practices dentistry in

WA. Garth Dano was presented in June rgg8

Yreka. Anthony Nislch is director of trans-

with a President's Award for distinguished

portation and engineering services for

service to the criminal defense bar by the

Santa Clarita, CA, where he lives with his

Washington Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers. Greg Fish is managing part-

specification writer in the door and hard-

ner

in TFG Marketing, an investment

ware industry, fire and safety field for R.P .

and m arketing firm , and president of KW

Boxman and Associates in Pleasanton, CA.

Securities Corp., a broker/dealer. He and
his wife, Ginger, and children, Lisa and

Co. Business Diversity Program, Sacramento .

David, live in Danville, CA. Dennis O'Hara is
area president of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.,
an insurance brokerage firm. He lives in
Irvine , CA. Mike Ruganl is a real estate broker

Nagano , Japan, in March rgg8. He lives in

involved in residential and retail commercial

St. Louis, MO. Steven Hausle is manager

sales. He lives in Los Gatos, CA, with his

of western regional sales with Ultra tech

,vife, Kathie, and three daughters.

with his wife , Lisa (Fiscalini) '75, and children,

77 Clay Drees has been granted tenure

Julianne '00, Marc , and Michael. Kevin

and promoted to associate professor of his-

Sweeney , MD recently visited Lutheran

tory at Virginia Wesleyan College in
Norfolk , VA . His first book , Authori!J and
l\ [ A G A Z I N E IN 0 V E r.,[ BE R

with roommates were priceless. "I learned so much about people in

"other" Washington coffee company, Starbucks, he felt it offered many

those four years," he says. "Santa Clara provided me a basis for mak-

opportunities for growth.

ing every decision every day, big or small for the rest of my life."

Today, as president and CEO of SBC, McDonald has a clear idea of

Married to his college sweetheart, Karen Gai '67, McDonald and

what path he wants his company to take. He notes that "the biggest

his wife are the parents of two grown children and live on Mercer

ager for Citation Press, Santa Clara. His

share of coffee is consumed in the home." So it has become McDonald's

Island, an upscale neighborhood on Lake Washington just east of

wife, Barbara (Wall) '78, teaches eighth grade

mission to get consumers to abandon their Yuban and Folgers for what

Seattle. Both serve on SCU's Board of Regents.

at NewarkJunior High School. They live in

he considers to be a finer brew. "Once they taste the good stuff, they

A believer in his own product, McDonald admits to drinking five to

don't want to go back." That's why SBC is expanding its presence in gro-

seven cups of coffee a day. And he still has the occasionallatte. "I like

cery stores and its wholesale distribution in restaurants.

to experiment," he says. -Sam

Cruden welcomed their fourth child, Kevin

Bennett

One restaurant chain where you might not expect to find fine coffee

in Redwood City, CA. John Cunningham is

is McDonald's. But a few years back, McDonald's made McDonald (no

president of Kellett Investment Corp. He

relation) an offer he couldn't refuse. They asked

and his wife , Carolyn Gockel, live in Seattle ,

official coffee, sweetening the deal by promising an ad campaign citing

sac to become their

Sam Bennett is arts editor of the Downtown Source, a subsidiary of the
Seattle Times Company.

WA, with their children, Caskey, eight,
and Jack, four. Teresa Inocencio has worked
at James Marshall Elementary School,

for the United States Paral)'Illpics Team in

C LA R A

thing, but McDonald says the dorm experience and the "bull sessions"

Coffee (SBC) with a friend. While it operated in the shadow of that

Daniel , on Dec. 24, 1997 . The family lives

Michael Stewart is with the Hewlett- Packard

S AN T A

79 Reid Casey is the manufacturing man-

Fremont, CA. Christine (Adam) and John

wife, Terri, and son, AJ. Jeff Silveira is a

Stepper , Inc . He lives in Los Gatos, CA,

their name and placing the sac logo on their cof-

Larry McDonald '66 had his first latte in 1989.

them McDonald's.

(Kravitz) Langford live in Montague, CA,

74 Michael Burns , MD was head physician

injury , insurance , and HMO disputes .

married for two years to Henry Gregory .

life-affirming resources. Doug and Cheryl

and are parents of Elizabeth, rg , and

Alumnus finds riches in a simple but carefully made cup of coffee.

a member of the SanJose Symphony. Paul

Pamela Piering is director of Aging and

looking forward to relocating to a rural area.

A well-brewed businessman

of Sony Semiconductor of America and

St. Patrick's Seminary, Menlo Park, CA.

Disability Services for Seattle-King County,

PROFILE

Jodie Hughes is senior vice president

Shanti and Monique, and live in Albany,

teaches liturgy and sacramental theology at

ALUMNI

I
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Modesto, CA, since 1987 . Douglas Sebern,
his wife, Saralyn, and their barn cat live near

80

Rick Moreno relocated from New

81

Novato, CA, with her husband and fiveMaryAnn (Grijalva) DeCosta lives in

year-old son. Joanne (Gonzalez) Zongus is

Bozeman , MT. Douglas was recently cast as

Y ark to California where he is director of

Concord, CA, with her husband, Bob, and

Judge Thomkins in Steven Segal's The Patriot.

sales and marketing for Salomon Analytics,

their children , Danielle, Anthony , and

When not acting, Douglas is with Karst

a division of Salomon Smith Barney. He

Lindsay. She is active in her parish and

Stage, Inc . , Montana ' s oldest and largest

lives in Danville, CA, with his wife, Kathy,

children's schools. Debbie (Spinetta) Hagan

and children Andrea, eight , Frances, five,

is a licensed clinical social worker and a

and Brad , three.

counselor at a middle school. She lives in

independent charter coach service.

SANTA
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controller for Pharmatech International ,
an engineering consulting firm servicing
the biotech industry. She and her husband,
Mike, live in Foster City, CA, with their
three children.

19 9 8
1
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Jane Anderholt and her husband , Jeff

Cushing JD '87 announce the birth of Sean

The voice of the Blue Jays
Treasuring the game and his lessons at SCU

Alexander, Jan. 23, I997. Donald Brown and
his wife Laura Dequine live in SanJose .
Donald teaches physical education and Laura
English at Ida Price Middle School in
San Jose . Laura is attending classes at SCU .

It's the ninth inning of a late-season game,

shirts given out as a promotion at the game.

Dana Evan is CFO of Veri Sign, a company

and Toronto Blue Jays radio announcer Jerry

Although Howarth treasures such moments,

Howarth '68 waits under the Edison Field

he had no thoughts of a broadcasting career

Saratoga , CA. Edward Heffner, Jr. JD '85

grandstand to enter the Toronto dugout.

while growing up playing baseball year 'round in

married Christina Belinda Landman on

Novato north of San Francisco. When it came

Apr. 26, I998, in Aptos, CA. Edward is

Howarth can't enter the dugout during the

providing Internet security. Dana lives in

game and can't see the field from beneath the

time to attend college, Howarth needed a small

senior trial counsel for CNA. The couple

nine steps leading to the dugout, so he asks a

school to help him find himself after his parents'

lives in Fremont.

bat boy in the dugout what's happening. "Error

divorce and picked Santa Clara. Howarth calls

by the third baseman," the bat boy reports,

SCU "the best thing that ever happened to me

83 Patty (Marinelli) Casey earned her

and conveys several plays as the crowd roars.

spiritually." In addition to his dad, he says, "three

PhD in philosophy in education at UCLA

Suddenly the crowd moans. "That's it,"

people helped me glimpse God. John Shanks,

in June . She lives in Van Nuys , CA, with

Howarth says, knowing Toronto has just defeated

S.J., told us to love, praise, and serve the Lord

her husband, Keith. Norena Gutierrez has

Anaheim, 9-4. He charges up the steps seeking a

and our careers would follow. Austin Fagothey,

adopted Richard Martin Lee Gutierrez,

guest for his post-game interview. Howarth

S.J., showed me a life of discipline and routine

born June 5, I998 . Their home is in Eagle ,

chooses bench coach Jim Lett to explain an unusual double play that hurt

would bring rewards and satisfaction. Tom Brogan '66, our all-American

ID . Tom Murphy has relocated to Andersen

the Angels' chances and left the crowd and reporters confused.

first baseman who drowned in Hawaii while with the SCU baseball team,

Consulting's London office.

Lett explains the complicated play simply, and afterward Howarth

taught me how to listen to God ."

84 Mary Barros-Bailey MA '93

tells a reporter: "That was great, because he gives everybody what

Howarth following graduation served two years in the Army in

happened and we're the first to have it. My partner and I had speculat-

Germany then put in a year in law school. But he left "to turn a hobby

authored her first book, Internet Disabili!Y

ed about it on air, but you try to be as accurate as possible."

(sports] into a career." In 1972-73 he returned to SCU and raised funds

Resources '98 , a description and listing of

has co -

Howarth respects accuracy as he completes his 17th season with

for the athletics program and began announcing University games into

Internet sites on resources for the disabled.

the Blue Jays. "I don't get caught up with the win-loss record," he

a tape recorder. In 1974 he got his break. The University of Puget Sound

She is president of the National Association

says. "I don't get on an emotional roller coaster. I try to put a sense of

in Tacoma, WA, hired him to broadcast football and basketball games.

of Service Providers in the Private Sector

objectivity into my work and to try to explain why the team is winning

After varied announcing jobs, Howarth joined the Blue Jays in 1982.

and national vice president of external affairs

or losing. I try to be fair; to be constructively critical."

Today Howarth exhausts himself during the season and cocoons

But Howarth, 52, is also motivated by a "passion for the game."

in the winter with his wife, Mary, a Toronto attorney, and, whenever

for the American Rehabilitation Economics
Association. Her second daughter , Rachel

"I'm kind of a traffic cop," he says. "I take the nuances and subtleties

possible, their sons. Ben, 22, is a junior at Purdue, and Joe, 20, a

Jean, was baptized on Easter Sunday I998.

from real experts and become a conduit between the game and the

sophomore at Notre Dame.

Steven Foster is with Crosspoint Venture

fans. That's what I love about my job. Learning more about the game

Gleaning information during a late-season afternoon in almost-

and passing on that information .... It became a signature of my broad-

empty Edison Field, Howarth watches Angels' batting coach Rod

Partners , Woodside, CA. His wife , Jill (Deane)

'86, works part time, as well as "works" with

casts. Fans get a little more insight into players around the league,

Carew, a member of the Hall of Fame, behind the batting cage tutor-

their children, Kirsten , six, and Matthew,

rather than be overwhelmed by statistics."

ing star center fielder Jim Edmonds.

four. Joe Guttadauro has launched a fin an-

Howarth tells stories while handling play-by-play two innings at a

"To watch these great hitters and a coach who compiled 3,000

time and adding color in innings called by partner Tom Cheek. They

hits in his career, and you're 10 feet away," Howarth says, "that's a

Network, in Saratoga, CA. Steven and Anne

work from an open-air booth in the press box behind home plate.

privileged position to be in ."-Gary Libman

(Kalney) Hartman welcomed their second

Howarth broadcasts while cupping his right hand over his ear and

cia! planning practice , JMG Financial

child, GabrielJoseph , on Oct. 4 , I997 -

gesturing with his left hand, as if explaining the game to a friend.

Gary Libman is a former Los Angeles Times reporter and executive

Chrlstopher Mann is CEO of Six C 's Managed

Although he shakes his right foot nervously, his tone is relaxed, whim-

Asset Group, a private real estate trust

sical. "This must mean surrender," he needles in the eighth inning as

sports editor of the Minneapolis Star Tribune. He writes from Los
Angeles where he teaches at Whittier College and at Whitney High

Toronto leads, 7-3, but 36,052 fans exhort the Angels by waving white

School for Gifted Children.

Mary J o, are parents of twins Michael

based in Santa Cruz, CA. He and his wife,

Kelly and Samuel Ryan, born July I, I998.
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The family recently moved to the Santa

CA. Don Loewe! and his wife , Angela (Cappai)

Cruz area . Rick and Jill (Bresniker) '85 Martig

'87 , live in Pasadena, CA, with their chil-

welcomed a son, Troy Anthony, on May II,

dren, Sara Elise , five, and Matthew Joseph ,

I998. Chuck and Sue (Haney) Miller and their

three. Don is western regional sales manag-

daughter, Samantha, have relocated to

er for Bear-Bird Medical Products , a divi-

Lafayette, CA. Scott Schaefer and his wife,

sion of Thermo Electron. Angela is an

Kim, announce the birth of their third

independent sales representative in

child, Braeden Scott. The family lives in

garment sales and manufacturing. Lynn

Phoenix, AZ , with their other children, Sara

(Sanford) Marinaro lives in Laguna Niguel ,

and Taylor. Scott is senior vice president

CA, with her husband , Doug, and children,

with BankOne. James and Kim (Vojvodich)

Jonathan, I O, and Lauren, nine . Lynn is a

Stapleton live in San Jose, where they are

designer for Renaissance Interiors. Deborah

raising their sons, Jeffrey and Christopher.

(Fietta) Senior and her husband, John,

Jim works at Arthur Andersen in San Jose ,

announce the birth of their second son,

and Kim is a homemaker. Marilyn (Brown)

Robert Anthony, on Feb. I, I998 . Stephen·

Whitaker and her husband, Lee , announce

Tanaka and his wife announce the birth

the birth of Mary Elizabeth , on Nov. I9,

of a son , Matteo Case , on Nov. 23, I996.

I997 . M ary joins her three-year-old brother ,

The family lives in Agana , Guam. Nicolette

Michael Lawrence, at their home in Portland,

(Jellison) Van Brabant and her husband

OR. Marilyn and her brother, Scott Brown

welcomed their second daughter , Kelly Noel,

'91 , run their family business , Larry Brown

in July I997. Nicolette is controller of

Construction and Lawrence Investment Co .

Armadillo Willy's BBQ restaurant chain.

LLC , in Portland.

85

Meg Van Deusen lives in Seattle , WA,
where she is a clinical psychologist in pri-

Lisa Beatty is the mother of Trevor,

four , and Taylor, two. She works in the

vate practice.

Santa Clara Unified School District as a

86 Anthony Arata MBA '88 was promoted

GATE teacher and a new teacher mentor.

to fiscal/budget analyst in the Office of

She and her family live in Campbell , CA.

Budget and Analysis for Santa Clara County's

Jeff Brazil is city editor of the Orange

Office of the County Executive. Seta

County edition of the Los Angeles Times. He

(Simonian) Atamian and her husband , Douglas,

has won several journalism awards , includ-

announce the birth of Natalie Chake in

ing the Pulitzer Prize in I995- He lives in

October I996. They live in Belmont, MA,

Irvine , CA, with his wife , Louanne , and

with seven-year-old Gregory, and five -

their four children. Kristine Burns is a senior

year-old Nicole. Emily (Godfrey) Bowring and

technical consultant at Hewlett - Packard

her husband , Douglas, welcomed Peter

Co. She lives in Santa Cruz, CA. Susie

Douglas , on Nov . 25, I997 . He joins his

Cheng is tax director of Read-Rite Corpora-

brother , Boyd Oliver, at their home in

tion, Milpitas, CA. She lives in Sunnyvale.

Alamo , CA. Marc Coleman is in his second

Jeffrey and Carole (Paul) Dandridge announce

year of business as a co-founder of Xtreme

the birth of a second daughter, Alison

Net, a mid-Atlantic Internet service

Anne . Greg and Diane (Flanagan) '86 Haupt

provider. He lives in Charleston, WV. Scott

reside in Burlingame , CA, with their

Jeffery MBA '95 is working on his doctor-

children, Catherine , five , Connor , three ,

ate at the University of Chicago. Allison

and Erin , one. Greg is a district manager

(Becker) Joss and her husband , Jon , wel -

for Farmer's Insurance . Lisa (Goblirsch)

comedJustin Edward on Sept. I , I997.

Laus and her husband, Tom , announce the

He joins Alex , Andy , and Jason at their

birth of their third child , Anthony

home in Orinda , CA. Jeff McDonald and

Thomas, on Jan. 22 , I998 , in Fremont ,

his wife , Victoria Aguirre, welcomed Haley
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Brooke, on Apr. 14, 1998 . Jeff is supervi-

(Antonini) and her husband, Edward

their second child , Amanda Victoria, on

sor of office services with Varian Associates,

Richmond '88 , welcomed their first child ,

Jan. 7, 1997. She joins her older brother,

90

Palo Alto. The family lives in San Jose.

Matthew Edward, on Apr. 13 , 1998. Dan

Jacob Joseph, at their home in Pleasanton,

Feb. 14, 1998, in Mission Santa Clara and

Joseph Piazza is director of state and fed-

Shaw and his wife , Amber (McClain) '89, wel -

CA. Kevin McCarthy and his wife , Lara , are

now live in Campbell, CA. James is a tax

era! programs, River Delta Unified School

comed their second child in May 1998.

the new parents of Clare Evelyn born

manager for Ernst & Young LLP , San

District, Sacramento . He is also principal

Michael Stivaletti married Lea Tremblay on

Feb. 8, 1998. The family lives in San Fran-

Jose . Daniel Burke is a deputy district attor-

facilitator at Clarksburg Elementary School.

Oct. 4 , 1997, in Saratoga , CA. Jean

cisco. Mike and Laura (Whitney) McGibben

ney in Alameda County , CA. Dan and his

He lives with his wife, Joanne, and chil-

(Jakubek) Stroud is a buyer for Strouds

own and operate four health clubs-

\vife, Deirdre, are parents of Madeline and

dren, Chris, Janelle , and Katherine, in

linen stores. She lives in La Canada , CA,

MegaFlex Gyms - located in San Francisco,

Dominic . Tina Johnson-Cohen has devel-

Sacramento. Teresa Scheibly and her

with her husband,Jeff, and sons, Jonathan

Kentfield, and Petaluma, CA. They live

oped a business to help small, high-tech

husband, Russ, welcomed their third child,

and Josh. Gary "Kimo" Winterbottom and his

in San Anselmo with their dog, Kaimana.

James Besio married Delia Ortiz on

OEMs bring products to manufacturing.
Tina lives in San Jose. Kathleen Marks mar-

Aaron Josef, Jan . 16, 1997. The family lives

wife , Elizabeth, announce the birth of their

Julie Rohrer is sales manager for Proctor

in Danville, CA. Matt Stone is associate

first child, Hailey, on Apr. 17, 1998 .

& Gamble, Lima, Peru. Stephanie (Burns)

general manager of planning for the Orange

Kimo is with Sedgwick Group ' s insurance

and her husband, Brent Scjwarz MBA '94 ,

Kathleen is a service alliance manager at

ried Stephen Gerhart on Sept. 27, 1997 .

County (CA) Municipal Water District. He

derivatives in New York. The family lives

welcomed their first son , Austin William ,

PeopleSoft in Pleasanton, CA. Marc Rankin

lives in Rancho Santa Margarita . Christopher

in Short Hills , NJ. Jose Workman, PhD has

on Sept. 24 , 1997. Stephanie is the senior

received his MBA from USF. He is region-

Williamson is an admissions counselor at

been granted tenure as professor of

manager of public affairs for Wind River

al director for the Frank Russell

SCU where he is studying for a master's

chemistry at Centre College in Danville,

Systems, Alameda , CA. Brent is the

Company, Seattle, WA. Cecilia Saqueton is a

KY. His research focus is liquid crystals.

director of account management at On

staff optometrist at Kaiser Permanente,

Jennifer Zadwick is a hazard mitigation

Command Corp., SanJose.

Northwest Region , and lives in Portland,

degree in counseling.

87

David Bland and Elizabeth Reynoso-

guest services at the Richard Petty Driving

Biand 'B6live in Herrenberg-Oberjesingen ,

Community Affairs in Tallahassee. Eryth

Germany , where David is a controller at

Zecher is COO/vice president of product

Hewlett- Packard Co. Elizabeth is an at-home

development for The Fertile Ground

mom taking care of six-year-old Selenne

Company , Denver , CO .

Ami and four-year - old Tristan David.

May 14 & 15,1999

89

88

traveling around the world on a year-long

band, Jean-Didier , announce the birth of

vacation. Jane (Dunn) Cirrincione and her

Emma Aileen on Mar. 7, 1998. The

husband, Joseph, welcomed a daughter ,

family lives in Sunnyvale , CA. Maryvette

Caroline Ann, in September 1997 . Jane

(Fernandez-Pelle) Backhus graduated from

is a senior lobbyist for the American Public

UCLA Dental School and married Mark

Power Association in Washington, DC.

Backhus, DDS in 1993 · The couple wel-

Joseph De Larios is a registered geotechnical

comed a daughter, Alexia Marie, in August

engineer in California and is with

1996. They live in Folsom, CA. Kieran

Geomatrix Consultants, San Francisco.

Brothers received his doctorate in zoology,

John Leupp is a high -yield bond analyst at

with an emphasis in canines , from

Donaldson, Lufkin &Jenrette and lives in

Richnorth University in Zaire. He returns

New York City. Paul and Toni (Sasaki)

to the states every third month . Michele

Liccardo live in San Jose. Toni is a buyer

(Anselmo) Doud married Thomas Doud on

for Mervyn' s department stores and Paul

June 7, 1997, at Loyola Marymount

is a realtor for Option Realty Corp., spe-

University in Los Angeles. Michele is the

Mary (Kelly) Allegrucci and her hus-

ried Todd Goode Sept. 12, 1989. Dee-

(Laborde) and Frank "JR" Lang, Jr. live in

Redding, CA, with their two-year - old
daughter, Madeleine.JR is in family medi cine practice at Shasta Community Health
Center , and Madonna is a homemaker .
Debora (Robertson) and Frank Napolitan

of information retrieval and analysis soft-

for her doctorate in clinical psychology

ware. They live in La Canada, CA. Matthew

and finishing her pre - doctoral internship

Kerr is president and CEO of Central

in Portland , OR. Her specialty is work -

Park Software in New York City. Robert and

ing with children and their families. Marla

Theresa (Nuxoll) '87 Krakauer welcomed
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40 active wells, and 89 booster pumping

Anna is with Allstate Insurance. Madonna

Elizabeth Limberg is completing requirements

C L A RA

(AZ) Water Production Division. She is

and storage facilities . DeeAnna Gaither mar-

at Alphaspace Research Corp . , a developer

S ANT A

on Dec. 17, 1997. Aimee Conroy is assistant

responsible for five water treatment plants ,

and commercial property management.

1

Brendan Brewer and his wife announce

superintendent \vith the City of Phoenix

director of corporate communications

announce the birth of Rachel Lynn , Apr . 16 ,
1998. She joins her sister, Megan, at home
in Redmond, WA. Daniel Sullivan and
his wife, Diana, welcomed their third child,
Erica, Apr . 25, 1998. She joins brother,
Tyler , and sister , Kathleen, at their home

19 9 8

physical therapy at Allegheny University
of the Health Sciences.

the birth of a daughter, Brooke Wallace ,

cializing in residential sales and residential

1998. He joins his brother, Dylan , and his

recruiter for Information Concepts, Inc., a

parents at their home in Newark, CA. Amy

Washington, DC , software development firm .

is an at-home mom, and Jeff is with
Oracle Corp. Julie (Jamile) Flanagan will

93

complete her master' s in curriculum at

U.S. history teacher at Thornton Junior

in Davis, CA.

91

Sage Baker marriedJoshJones on

New Year's Eve 1995. She earned an MFA
in creative writing from Southwest Texas
State University in 1996. She is an account
planner with GSD&M Advertising in
Austin, TX, where she lives. Bill Crow married Kelly Zitkovich on Apr. 18, 1998,
in Seattle, WA. He received an MBA from
Seattle University in 1996 and works
as a financial analyst for Data Base , Inc. ,
Seattle . Colleen Delane-Skibsrud and her
husband, Arne , live in Rancho Palos Verdes,
CA. Colleen is the director of business
development at Del -Jen , Inc. Garth
Eisenbeis and his wife, Shelley (Madsack) '91,

live in Denver, CO. Garth owns a
consulting business. Shelley teaches third
grade at St. Peter & Paul School, tutors
at home, and works with inner-city youth
in Butterfly Hope, a summer achievement

Elizabeth Bricmont is an eighth grade

CSU-Dorninguez Hills in December 1998.

High in Fremont, CA. Liz Connaghan is

Edward Giovanola married Kimberly Wood

director of marketing for Looksrnart.corn,

on Jan. 31, 1998 , in Mission Santa Clara.

a web navigation service . She lives in San

Edward plays for the San Diego Padres

Francisco. Aldo Ghiozzi and Alexandra Millard

baseball team. The couple lives in San Diego.

were married in Mission Santa Clara on

Gregory Govan lives in Seattle, WA, where

May 3, 1998 . Aldo is a national advertising

he is a special education teacher in the

manager with Imagine Publishing in

Northshore School District. Janet Johnson

Brisbane, CA. Alexandra is a full-time

and her husband, Todd, live in Portland ,

morn to six-month -old Adriana Gabrielle.

OR, with their three-year-old son , Miles.

The family lives in Daly City. Wally Huynh

Janet works \vith children with special

is working on his doctorate in cancer biol-

needs. Neena (Almaraz) and Michael Kennedy

ogy at the University of Arizona. He hopes

'89 welcomed their second daughter,

to finish within another year. Omar Johnson

MeghanJennett, onJan. 25, 1998, in Belle-

is a computer analyst with Reasoning, Inc.,

vue, WA. Kevin Melia is enrolled in the

Mountain View, CA. Patricia Kantor and

MBA program at MIT's Sloan School of

Francis Conway were married Aug. 28 ,

Management , Cambridge, MA.

1998 , at St. Ignatius Church, San Francisco.

92

engineering at University of Washington in

Experience in Charlotte, NC. Gregory
Young is earning his master's degree in

Richard Bodine and his wife , Yolanda, are

40

OR. Tom Stocking is general manager of

planner for the Florida Department of

Class Notes I

Lesley Low completed her master's in
Matt Ennis graduated from the PGA

Golf Professional Training Program in

May 1998 and is continuing studies to

Portland, OR, and is a Class A-8 member

earn her doctorate . Amy Nemschoff married

of the PGA of America. He works at Quail

Peter Hellman on Apr. 18, 1998, in

Hollow Golf Course , Boise, ID. Patrick

Reading, Jamaica . They live in Chicago.

Garvey married Elizabeth Frants in

Joe and Anna (Murphy) Ryan announce

September 1996. They live on Chicago's

the birth of their first child, John "Jack"

North Side. Jennifer Hetrick-Salyers and

Francis, on Mar. 28, 1998. The family

her husband, Parrish, welcomed a boy,

lives in Sacramento . Joe is a physical thera-

Parrish Michael, on Jan. 10, 1998 . Ryan

pist at UC - Davis Medical Center, and

O'Connor is senior vice president of mar-

Anna is an account manager at Pickett -

keting at Electronic Card Systems , Inc., a

Rothholz and Murphy Insurance Agency.

provider of merchant credit card accounts

Chad Stepke earned his MD d egree from

specializing in the electronic commerce

the Medical College ofWisconsin inJune

industry . He lives in Los Angeles. Miguel

1998. He is serving his internal medicine

Rocha married Djuna Ryan on June 13, 1998,

residency at the McGaw Medical Center

in San Francisco . Matt Spence is director

of Northwestern University Hospital ,

of corporate development with the Los

Evanston, IL. Wendy Traiger married John

Angeles Clippers basketball team . Carolyn

Wilhelms in October 1997 . Robert Watson,

Stronck was promoted from project

Jr. , and his wife, Lynda , welcomed their

manager in collateral and design to editor

second child , Tyler James, on May 24 ,

of internal communications at Siemens

1998 . Their first child , Nicholas, is two

Business Communications Systems, Santa

years old. Robert is the general sales

Clara . Kevin Woestman is a technical

manager for "Hoot" Judkins , Inc. in the

program. Amy (Rhoads) and Jeff Fara

San Francisco Bay Area.

announce the birth of Kieran on May 27,
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Vern teaches and works at UC - Santa Cruz

Middle School. Th is program has tr ained

GRADUATE ALUMNI

as a coo r dinator for residential educat ion.

Pursuing the X factor in L.A.
Walking tall in the land of sunshine and palm trees

For a guy who entered SCU int end ing to major

starred as Troy, who he describes as "not the

in sociology with an emphasis on criminal jus-

sharpest knife in the drawer," in an indepen-

t ice, Michael Trucco '92 hasn't done badly in

dent film t itled Confessions of a Sexist Pig, a

the t heatre.

romantic comedy awaiting distri bution.

"I didn't know the re was such a thing as a

The SCU alumnus is sensitive to the herd

theatre major when I came to Sant a Clara," he

mentality found in Hollywood. "I've interviewed

remembers. "I thought acting j ust happened to

for dozens of New York-based twentysomethings-

lucky people who live in L.A."

living-in-apartments shows," he says. "The net-

After audit ioning for an SCU play, he drew

work brass running this town are followers."

the attention of theatre professor and direc-

Trucco believes that for an actor to set him-

t or Jagienka Zych-Drweki, and she convinced

self apart t akes both great acting and what he

him to change his major to theatre. By his

considers the "X factor." It's that attribute that

sen ior year, Trucco had found an agent in San

can't be taught or acquired - what his heroes

Francisco and was working as a "day player"

like Robert DeNiro and John Malkovich possess.

in commerc i als for such companies as

And he also knows that it's going t o take persis-

Molson beer.

tence to keep getting progressively bett er jobs. "When you have a job,"

Following graduation he headed for L.A. as he knew he "had to be

he notes, "you walk tall. You're glowing."

where it happens." After a bit part on "Dr. Ouinn, Medici ne Woman," he

At this stage in his ca reer Trucco is hoping that his old interest in

caught the eye of TV mogul Aa ron Spell ing who gave him a role in

crim inal justice may factor in to a coming role. "Police wo rk was my

"Beverly Hills 90210."

passion," says the son of a capta in in the San Mateo Police

Trucco has also t ried his hand at international assignments. He

Department, "and I feel like I need to fill that void." So should Aaron

spent eight mont hs in Mexico City acting in 160 one-hour episodes of

Spelling or another producer have a "CHiPs"-like role available in t he

"The Guilt," a soap opera featuring an all -American cast. He also

near future, Trucco hopes it has his name on it. -Sam Bennett

Brian Hannah and Karen Stenger married on

g r aders as mediators. Robert S. Williams JD

June 7, 1998, in Napa , CA. Fe ll ow

married Susan Braden on Mar . 7, 1998 .

graduate Mark Gullotta was best man. Rober t

66

Hubanks and Michelle Lynch were married

regional manager for ESKAY Corp. ,

Oct. 4 , 1997, in Mission Santa C lara. The

Krissie Carlson lives in San Francisco

and works for a tech no logy consulting firm
i n Si li con Vall ey. Margaret Hartman
received her DDS degree in June 1998 from
Univer sity of the Pacific School of Dentistry
in San Francisco. She works at Columbia
Basin Co m munity Health Association in
Oth ell o , WA. Deborah Heffernan is an
employee co m munications spec ia li st with

supp lier of automated material h andling

77

and contro l systems. Paul Jeffries MS is

ind ividua l, marriage, and family therapy in

is a merch andise analyst for Target Stores

semi - reti red , consu lting part time for a

Oneonta, NY. Her particular interest is

and Micky is a chemist/quality assurance

L os Altos , CA, engineering firm. He is

working with C h r istians of all denominations .

manager for Braun-Intertec Corp. Wenee

spending the ba lance of his time improving

Liu will graduate from the UC - SF Schoo l

his go lf game. John J . Plungy MA has

79

of Pharmacy in 1999. She lives in San

reached th e 1,5 00-hour level as a volunteer

Schoo l Division of Macmillan/ McGraw-

Francisco. Susanne Meier is working toward

for the Denver Zoo and is a member of

Hill Publishers, New York City. Sue (Cohen)

her doctorate in social psych o logy at

its Volunteer Council.

Goldstein JD is a senior assistant code reviser

Wash ington State University. Cra ig Mobeck

Anselmo '93 on Jan. 31, 1998, in Mission

Santa C lara. Marie is a sen ior account

42

1

Heloise (Albritton) Frame MA practices

Allene Feldman MA is an editor for the

for Washington state. She h as worked on

is a civil engineer with the City of San

69

Jose, Department of Public Works . Shawna

hearing specialist in the nation to bungee

recovery, and watershed management areas.

Muren is division director at the American

jump to benefit the infant hearing assess-

She also keeps b u sy with her n ine-year -old

Heart Association, Western States Affiliate,

ment program of O'Connor Hosp ital , San

son, an athlete and chess champ. Robert

Burli ngame, CA. Alexis Strachan graduated

J ose. He has also made jumps to raise

Lowrey MA is assistant super intendent for

from University of Chicago with an MA

money for Self-Help for Hard of Hearing.

edu cational services in the Sunnyvale (CA)

legislation in the welfare reform, salmon

Charles Whiteley MBA is the o ldest

in divinity in Jun e 1998. She began law

Schoo l District.

school at Stanford this fal l. Amanda Wallen

70

is an advertising specialist with Cypress

Performance Partners , specializing in

81

Semiconductor and lives in San Francisco.

organizational and human resources d evel-

his position as staff judge advocate for the

opment, with offices in Toledo, OH .

U .S . Army in Japa n . H e has been selected

96

Morgan Becker is an investm ent exec-

Ned Church MBA has launch ed Strategic

Colonel Robert C. McFetridge JD has left

for an Army War College Fellowship with

utive at Paine Webber and lives in San

73

Mateo, CA. Felipe Hernandez is a health -ca re

L ockheed Missiles and Space Co. in 1988.

ing for one year as special counsel to the

representative with Alta Pharmaceuticals in

He has written two books: Indefinite Jntegmls ,

Assistant Attorney Genera l for Civi l Law.

E l Paso , TX . Bridget Marchetti married

describing 200 integration problems in

Brian Philip on June 20 , 1998 , at Our Lady

calculus, and Journ ry to Marseilles, a novel.

execu tive at MCA Publi c Relations in

doctorate . Trevor Corkery is in financ ial

Mountain View, CA. Alan is a civil engineer

ana lyst p lacement with Robert Half

at Woodwa r d-Clyde Consultants in San

International , Inc. , San Jose . Lisa Davison

97

Jose . Julie Oscamou married Bruce Neu mann

worked as the California Republican Par ty

welcomed a daughter , Deian ira Kaylun

on June 27 , 1998 , in Missio n Santa C lara .

and Dan Lungr en fie ld representative for

Ow- Beer ing, on Mar . 13 , 1998. The fam ily

J ulie is with Silicon Graphics in Mo u nta in

the November elect ions, ove r seeing six

View, CA. Victoria Waters married Lawrence

central California co u nties. Lisa also com-

where they both attended grammar school.

Lisa (Ow) an d Mark Lanyon Beering '96

resides in Santa C lara.

th e U.S. Department ofJ u stice and is serv-

Kevin Goodson MS retired from

85

Rodney Moore J D is general counsel

for the East Side Union San Jose High

74 Robert R. Mont alvo MS MBA '80 is an

Schoo l District. Sharon Nelson MA is an

e n gineering consultant with his own

education specialist at Sacred Heart Prep,

company , Montronics Consult i ng , on

Atherton, CA, where she hopes to start a

contract with Trimble Navigation.

learning assistance program . Suzanne Potter

75

Aberdeen, WA .

MA is a realtor with Zelasko & Co .,
Alexander Barna JD is chief litigation

attorney for NASA Ames Research Center,

J ones on Apr. 19 , 1997 . She is pur suing

pleted her MAin education and leader-

98

Moffett Field , Mountain View, CA. His

86

h er PhD at the Un iversity of C h icago

ship at CSU-Fresno in May 1998. Vern

99Jesse Marvin Unruh California State

daughter, Kelly, is a May graduate of St.

Katy (Mortezai) JD '87 announce the birth

Divinity Sch ool.

Fernandez married Laura Gleason on Dec.

Assembly Fellowship . He lives in Sacramento.

Ignatius College Prep, San Francisco. The

of their first ch il d, Madeline Natasha,

95

14, 1997 , in Santa Cruz , CA, where they

Matt Davis is the first student to graduate

fam ily lives in Foster City , CA.

live with th e ir daughter, Brianna. Vern

from the Un iversity with a musica l theatre

ter's degree in commu n ication at UC-

earned his MS in student affairs in highe r

minor. He is pursuing his law degree

76

Santa Barbara and will stay on to work for a

education from Colorado State University.

at Loyola Marymount University in Los

MA has in itiated and implemented a p eer

Ange les.

mediation program at Canon City (CO)

PeopleSoft in Pleasanton, CA. She lives
in Pittsburg, CA. Marie Labrie married Alan

They live in Bakersfield , CA.

Bruce Boldrin MS is western states

cou ple lives in St. Lou is Park, MN. Robert

of Angel's Church, Burlingame, CA,

94

approximately roo sevent h and eighth
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Kirstie Cope h as completed her mas -
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Timothy Anaya was awarded a 1998 -

SANTA

Stephen Gronowski JD and his wife

in January 1998. Stephen and Katy are in
private practice in San Francisco and
Wa lnut Creek, CA, respectively. Douglas

Patricia (Bad ia-Johnson) Badia-Willia

CLARA
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Smith JD opened his own law office in

1

43

j

IClassNotesl
February 1998, specializing in insurance
coverage litigation .

91

Ellen Brown MA is an intake evaluator

for Cedar Springs Hospital, Colorado
Springs Psychiatric Facility. Scott Porter MBA

91

I

Scot Teasdale JD and Denise Heiny

participated were the Native Sons of th e

Burlingame, CA. Scot is a law clerk wi th

John grew up in Los Angeles . He attended

Golden West, of which he was grand president,

Coll ins & Perkins, SanJose. The couple

USC , Santa Clara Un iversity , and CSU-

and the Napa Republican Central Committee,

San Francisco. During World War II, he

for which he twice served as chairman. Then

lives in Santa C lara.

DEATHS
Alan Ellis MS is a staff IC design engi-

with his wife Kathryn, daughter Kirsten, and
son Kevin. Xavier Romano MA has received
a Fulbright Fellowship for research on the
history of higher education . He is writing
his doctoral dissertation at USF on the
"Impact of the Labour Government on
Plater College - Oxford. "

92

James Ciampa JD is a partner at

Lagerlof, Senecal, Bradley, Gosney & Kruse,
LLP, Pasadena, CA, practicing real estate,
business, water, and public agency law. He
married Michele Rose in June 1995 · They
live in Pasadena.

93

Leana Giannini Valinoti JD is occupied

with raising her children, Cristina, Elisa ,
and Joseph. She works part time managing
real estate and bookkeeping and is married
to a civil litigation attorney.

30
34

Lisa Cendejas MA married Steve Wallace

on Jan . 9 , 1998, in St. Helena , CA. Lisa
is a case manager for Santa C lara's Bill
Wilson Center.

96

Mitzi Anderson MBA works as an

investment advisor for Dean Witter , San
Jose , and lives in Los Gatos . Laurence Kuhn
MBA is director of project management at

BRG, San Jose, where he applies his SCU
education in building teams and helping
employees grow. Jennifer Leal JD is living in
Pasadena, CA, where she is Deputy
Attorney General in the Criminal Writs
and Appeals section of the State of

served in the U.S. Army. John began his

Gov. Ronald Reagan appointed him to the

writing career at Warner Bros. Studios ,

Napa State Hospital Advisory Committee .

later moving into the burgeoning television

Locally he was president of both the Napa

industry. John worked on two television

County Bar Association and the Queen of

"firsts" - the first talk show, "Television
George Vukota , Nov . 5, 1997.

James Joseph Tyrell , June 21, 1997,

served on the board of the Napa Boys Club.

the first golf tournament. Among the series

Survivors: wife, Margaret; two daughters ;

he worked on as writer-director were
"Barney Miller," "Th e Real McCoys," "The

was employed by the city and county of San

Addams Family," "The Smurfs," and

Francisco for 35 years. In 1974 h e retired

"The Flintsto n es." John earned an Emmy,

as general foreman of street repair. He

a Peabody , two C hristopher awards, a

enjoyed playing the banjo and drums \vith

Sylvania , and the Film Advisory Board' s

his band, which performed at senior centers
in San Francisco and the East Bay. He
is su rvived by his wife of 53 years, Vivian.

34

award for excellence.

42
43

Anthony J. "A.J." Lazane, May 18,

the Valley Hospital Board of Trustees and

Journal," in Washington, DC, and, later,

after battling illness for three months. He

Donald V. Donovan, July 23, 1998 .

and four grandchildren .

48

John Coughlan , Jan . 30 , 1997 .

Survivors include his wife, Nancy .

51

Jim Pearce , July 15, 1998 . Former

engineer and resident of Foster City.

53

Fletcher R. Sullivan, Feb. 5 , 1998 , in

Los Gatos , CA, of a heart attack .
Charles L. Hayden , May 21, 1998, in

Arlington , TX. Survivors: \vife, Allien;

53

35

daughter, Jonia; daughter and son-in-law,

traveling aboard the "Seabourn Legend" in

Janette and Paul Haywood; son and daugh-

Venice , Italy. Edward was born in San

ter- in - law, Russ and Michelle ; son and

Francisco, the eldes t of six children . He

39
39

Otto Kanitz , May 27, 1998.

Harry McGowan, Jr. , Mar. 15 , 1998.

Walter T. Sm ith , July 5, 1998,

Edward Derry , A u g. 14 , 1998, while

fiancee , Ronnell and Karen Bridal; and

lived most of his life in Menlo Park, CA,

seven grandchildren.

where he graduated from St. Joseph's

48

Elementary School. He attended Bellarmine
James Boitano , Dec . II , 1998, after

College Preparatory in San Jose and grad -

Walter grew up in Pasadena. During his

a period of declining health caused by a

uated from SCU with a degree in biology.

days at SCU, he played football under Buck

stroke and diabetes. Jim grew up in Napa,

After graduation he entered the U .S. Army

Shaw and was a member of the Sugar Bowl

CA, wh ere h e graduated from St. John the

as an officer and spent two years as a lieu -

\vinning teams in 1938 and 1939· After

Baptist Grammar School and Napa High

tenant in Fort H ood , TX. Ed attended

serving in World War II as a U.S . Army

School. During World War II he served in

Georgetown University Med ical School for

major, he coached various sports at John

the Me rch ant Marines, later returning to

one year before pursuing a busin ess

Muir High School, Pasadena, including

enroll in college. After earning his degree

career . Ed was general manager and part

football, basketball , swimm ing, water polo,

from SCU, he attended University of San

owner of Coors Distributing Company,

and golf. Later he became vice principal,

Francisco School of Law. He began his

San Francisco. Later, he was president of

retiring in 1978. Walter move d to Balboa

N apa law practice in 1952. In 1962 he was

W estern Beverage Company , San Jose ,

Island in Newport Beach and volunteered

elected Napa County district attorney. Jim

which he ran until his death . He married

as a golf coach at Estancia High School.

became the county's longest serving DA,

Ellen Campodonico of Atherton and

Survivors : wife , Agnes; daughters Caro l ,

remaining in office five consecutive terms.

together they raised four children . Ellen

Betsy, and Jeanette ; son , Tom; and seven

Later he returned to private practice and

preceded him in death in 1987. Survivors:

grandchildren .

Californ ia Attorney General's Office .

retired in 1995. Through his hard work he

three sons and one daughter ; three sisters

came to be considered one of Napa' s most

and a brothe r ; two nephews; and six
grandchildren.
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72

Sargon E. Rustum , Oct. 24, 1997 ,

Fred Santana, Jr. , Aug. 13, 1998, from

after a short but valiant struggle with lung

injuries sustained in an auto accident in Las

cancer. Survivors include his wife , Lynn.

Vegas , NV. Born in San Francisco , he

60

attended Bellarmine College Preparatory
Wells Longshore , MD, May 22 , 1998 ,

in San Jose . Fred graduated from SCU with

after a long siege of multiple sclerosis.

a degree in civil engineering before earning

60

Berkeley. His first job out of graduate

his master's in engineering from UC Donald Mclaughlin , Mar. 23, 1998, in

Los Altos , CA, of metatastic colon cancer.

school took him to Africa, the Middle East,

Survivors: wi fe, Anne ; sons , Donald, Jr. ,

and Europe for consulting engineers

and Brian.

Dames & Moo r e of San Francisco. He later

69

became vice president of E.A. Hathaway
Patricia (Magruder) O'Mara , Apr. 24,

1998, after a four-month b attle with lung

1998, after a struggle \vith cancer.

Newport Beach, CA. Born in Los Angeles ,

94

local and state organizations in which h e

Valley, CA. Born in Longbranch, NY,

at Compuware Corp., Englewood, CO.

neer with Siemens. He lives in San Jose

r espected public officials . Among the many
John Bradford, July 2, 1998, in Grass

were married on Jan. 17 , 1998, in

works in the enterprise solutions division

92

41

Class Notes I

Dinwiddie Construction Group, where he
worked until h is death. During this time he

cancer. A n ative of Sacramento , Pat gradu-

led the building of many proj ects including

ated from Dominican High Sch ool , San

Applied Materials Arqu es Campu s in

Rafael, CA. She received a degree in theatre

Sunnyvale , HMT Technology's disk-drive

arts from SCU and a year later earned h er

manufacturing plant in Fremont, and

teaching credentials from San Jose State

Applied Komatsu Technology in Santa

University . For 20 yea rs she taught primary

Clara. He was active in many professional

grades in San Jose and Sacramento . Pat

and community organizations. Survivors:

spen t h er final days at home as a hospice

wife, Marisa; two children; parents, Fred

patient. Survivors : husband, John '69 JD

andJosephine; three brothers and two

'72 and children, Molly and Conner.

sisters , as well as numerous in-laws, nieces ,

69

nephews, and cousins.
Carol (Bachmayer) Peters , Nov. 21,

1997 , after a four-and-a-half-year battle

78

against melanoma. Carol was born in

Santa Monica, CA. A native of Los Angeles ,

Kelly John Snyder , June 7 , 1998, in

Hollywood and attended La Canada ( CA)

he attended St. Francis High School. After

High School. After graduating from SCU,

graduating from SCU, he began a career as

she earned her teaching credentials from

a restaurant manager. Later he worked in

UCLA. She graduated with honors \vith an

film and television as a location manager ,

MA in counseling from Loyola Marymount

assistant, and executive producer. Survivors:

University in Los Angeles. Carol worked as

parents, Don and Celeste; sisters , Donna

a teacher and counselor at Lincoln Middle

and Paula; and many aunts, uncles, and

School (Santa Mon ica, CA) until 1995, the

cousins.

year the school honored her as Teach er
of the Year . Sh e received the Lincoln PTA' s

80

Very Special Person 1996 - 1997 award,

1998 , after a fight with breast cancer. A

and Johns Hopkins University commended

Seattle native, she attended St. Louise

Patricia (Isaksen) Hively, Aug. 4,

her for service in its Search for Talented

School and Holy Names Academy. She

Youth Program. She also received a grant

graduated from SCU with a degree in man-

for special mathematics from the Santa

agement. In 1990 sh e earned a master's

Monica - Malibu Education Foundation .

degree from Seattle University . Patty had

Survivors: her husband of 30 years , Richard

been a program analyst at Boeing since

'68; daughters , Christin e Marie and

1988 . Survivors : husband, Rick; parents,

Allison Catherine; son, MichaelJoseph;

John Sr. and Pat; five brothers and a sister;

siblingsJo hn , Mary , and Elizabeth .

and a large extended family .
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INumni Calendar I

Passages I
Date

I Coming Attractions I

Event Chair

Event

Phone

Inter-Greek Council and the
Greek Community

Theatre
Call M<!J•er Theatre Box Office at 408 -554 -4015.

After an

1
3
3
4
4
6
8
1D
21

exten~ed

stay at the Sacred
Heartjesuit Center
in Los Gatos, CA,
the Rev. Leo P.

San Jose
Peninsula
Seattle
Santa Clara
Washington, DC
Denver
Sacramento
Portland
Peninsula

Pre·Game Dinner
Holiday Party 8c Food/Toy Drive
Post·Work Holiday Party
First Friday Mass 8c Lunch
Post·Work Holiday Party
Santa Clara Sunday Mass 8c Brunch
SCU Update
Post-Work Holiday Party
Pre·Game Reception (Stanford)

4D8-28D·24D6
65D-968·1213
2D6-527·9443
4D8-257·3624
7D3-979·7281
3D3-937·1DDD
916-485·23D6
5D3·226·132D
65D·988·D584

John Doherty '91
Paul De Cunzo '86
Jorge Sevilla '92
Frank Healey '57
Brian MacDonald '9D
Paul Newland ?8
Dave Curry '83
Rick Allen '8D
Paul De Cunzo '86

Rock, S.J., 69, former SCU professor
of psychology, suffered a heart attack and died Sept.

II

at

Good Samaritan Hospital.
Rector of the Jesuit communities at
Santa Clara and Loyola Marymount universities , he was master of novices for the
province as well as the tertian, the cleric in
charge of conducting retreats for priests

4
16
16
21
22
23

27
2B
29
3D

Santa Clara
Los Angeles
Sacramento
Peninsula
CP 8c E
San Jose
San Francisco
Spokane
Portland
Portland

First Friday Mass 8c Lunch
Post·Basketball Game Social (LMU)
SCU Spaghetti Feed
SCU Update
Post-Holiday Reception
Pre·Game Dinner
Economic Forecast Luncheon
Pre·Game Social
SCU Update Luncheon
Pre·Game Event

Frank Healey '57
Kathie Sitton '85
Mark 8c Nancy Ferro '8D
Gerry 8c Rosemary Kirrene '57
Rose Freeman '97
Bill Lamb ?2 '88 MA
John Doherty '91
Chris Hackman '97
Joe Cooney '87
Rick Allen '8D
Rick Allen 'BD

4D8·257·3624
714·251·11DD
916·487·9759
916·455·1DD1
65D·325·1928
4D8·746-7553
4DB·2BD·24D6
415·676-2689
5D9-922-3236
5D3·226-132D
5D3-226-132D

before they took their final vows.
Commenting on Fr. Rock's life , many
observers noted his contributions to
California's self-esteem movement and his
gifts as a practitioner of active listening.
Sonny Manuel, S.J., SCU professor of psychology, recalled that he was introduced to
psychology by Fr. Rock. " He was widely
known, " said Manuel. "Everyone came to
see him - Jesuits, lay people , students - for
all levels of problems. " Fr. Rock's book,

Making hiends With Yourself, was widely used .

2
4
4
5
6
13
14
18
19
2D
24
24
25
25
25

Washington, DC
Peninsula
Santa Rosa
Santa Clara
San Francisco
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
San Diego
Chicago
East Bay
San Jose
Santa Cruz
Hawaii
Los Angeles
Seattle

SCU Update
Post-Work Reception
SCU Update [Reception]
First Friday Mass 8c Lunch
Post·Game Social (USF)
Senior Parent Weekend
Senior Parent Weekend
Pre-Basketball Game Social (USD)
SCU Update Luncheon
Pre-Basketball Game Social
7D Minutes
Winter Luncheon
Back to Classroom
SCU Update
Post-Work Social

Brian MacDonald '9D
Rose Freeman '97
Steve McCullagh ?2
Gary Shara '67 JD ?0
Todd Rahimi '90
Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Jim Spain ?4
Tom Bannan '91
Tim Mcinerny '83
John Doherty '91
Larry Donatoni? 1
Scott Nelson '89
Michel a Montalto '94
Jorge Sevilla '92

703-979·7281
650·325-1928
707-523-3564
408-559·4660
415·986-3711 x7244
408·554·6BOD
408·554·68DD
619·455·1515
773·325·9585
510·465·71DO
408·280·2406
831·688·6547
808·732-3672
626·395-9381
206-527-9443

Jan. 8·9, 1999 - Murder at the Mayer. Explore the
catacombs of the Center of Performing Arts

and solve a dastardly murder in the process. An

1-31

Martin, entered the Society of jesus togeth er while students at Bellarmine College
Preparatory. Fr . Rock received a BA in philosophy from Gonzaga University , subsequently earning a master' s in theology at
Santa Clara University and a PhD in clinical
psychology at Ottawa University.
After his ordination in 1958, Fr. Rock
taught at Saint Ignatius High School in San
Francisco. He joined the SCU faculty in 1965

5
5
6

7
10
17
17
24
25
25

27

CP 8c E
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
Palm Desert
San Francisco
Fresno
Sacramento
East Bay
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Santa Clara

SCU Alumni Day of Service Month
For your area's service project, call:
Annual Alumni Reception
First Friday Mass 8c Lunch
Seaside Weekend Retreat
Annuallgnatian Lunch 8c
Chapter Workshop
Santa Clara Sunday
Spring Quarterly Luncheon
St. Patrick's Day Luncheon
St. Patrick's Day Luncheon
Santa Clara Update
Post·Work Social
Santa Cia ran of the Year Dinner
Faith Doing Justice Retreat

408-554-6800
40B·554-4355
408-559-4660
408·554·6856
40B-475-D267

University as rector, followed by a return to
Montecito as tertian. SCU was his last post.

<Katie_Di\mico@sv.edelman.com> or <KDamico@scu.edu>.

Tom Bannan '58
76D-341-3465
Todd Rahimi '90
415-986-3711 x7244
Jim Donovan ?2
209-834·3163
Jim Schiavenza ?1 JD ?4
916-441·2487
Dave Tripaldi '65
510·284-7352
Todd Rahimi '9D
415·986-3711x7244
Kathie Sitton 'B5
714·251-110D
Dan Germann, S.J.
408-554-68DO

Markkula Center for Applied Ethics

exclusive pre - order opportunity for Mayer

Jan. 19·24, 1999 - Greek Rush Week. Recruitment
period for fraternities and sororities: Sigma Pi ,

toward scholarships, equipment, master classes,

Sigma Alpha Epsilon , Pi Kappa Alpha , Theta

Feb. 4, 1999 ·Glenn Loury, director of the Institute

and extended learning. 6,30 p .m. $50.

Chi , Nu Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi , Delta Gamma ,

on Race and Social Division, Boston University.

Feb. 12·20, 1999 • Arcadia. Directed by Libby

Delta Zeta, and Lambda Sigma Gamma.
Feb. 21, 1999 - Inter· Greek Council Charity SK Run.

rgth century with the present day as a mystery

Inaugural fundraising run of the Inter-Greek

involving the great poet Lord Byron unfolds with

Council, to benefit various philanthropies such

the discovery of a powerful algorithm . Playwright

as heart research, aid to the blind, and Habitat

Tom Stoppard , best known for Rosencrant<and

for Humanity. Time and place TBA.

C L A R A
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Recital Hall, 7 p .m. Free.

Center for Science, Technology,
and Society

Gildenstern are Dead, has a knack fo1· subtle wit and
a mastery of the English language, which reaches
its pinnacle in this production . Mayer Theatre,

Call

Business Program

Cat~

Valerga at 408 -551-1785.

Jan. 27, 1999 ·Open House.

Dec. 14, 1998 · Magnetic Recording and Information
Storage. rooth anniversary conference on tech-

Center of Performing Arts , 8 p .m.; except,

Feb. 25, 1999 - Open House.

Feb. q ., 2 p.m. No Monday performance.

At each session the MBA program and admis-

nological milestones and outlook for the future.

Admission , $8-$r2.

sions process will be de~cribed with the opportu-

Co-sponsored by the Institute of Information

nity to direct questions to faculty and staff.

Storage Technology . Place TBA. 7, 30 a.m. -

Adobe Lodge , 6 p .m. Free . RSVP, 408-554-4500 .

4,30 p.m. Cost $165 .

Art Exhibits
Unless othenvise noted, exhibits are free and in de Saisset

Jan. 11, 1999 ·Colloquium. Benson Center, parlors

Museum. The museum is open Tuesdqy thmugh Sund'!!'• 11 a.m.

Business Breakfast Briefings

-4 p.m. Closed Mond'!!' as well as these dates' Dec. 5-6,

Ear]y morningforums presented !>)• the MBA Alumni

12-13; Dec. 19-]an. 25. Call408-554-4528.

Association are held at Adobe Lodge, 7,30-9 a.m. Call

Jan. 26· Feb. 28, 1999 • Prints by David Gilhooly
from the Permanent Collection. This exhibition

features prints created by Gilhooly from the

D and E , u,45 a.m. - I p.m. Free.
Feb. 8, 1999 ·Symposium. Adobe Lodge , main
dining room, 3 - 4,30 p .m. Free.

408-554-5451 for single and package prices or visit
web site' <httpJ! lsb. scu.edu! MBA _alumni>.

Feb. 22, 1999 ·Colloquium. Benson Center, parlors
D and E, rr,45 a.m.-I p.m. Free.

Jan. 21, 1999 - Ten Principles to Building a Market·

museum' s permanent collection.

Focused Organization. Dr . Lynn W. Phillips , devel -

Jan. 26·Mar. 28, 1999 - We Live in the Bizarro

oper , BMFO.

World: Assemblages by David Gilhooly. This exhibit

Feb. 18, 1999 • Global Entrepreneurship: Only a
Matter of Scale? Dr. Andre Morkel, SCU's MBA

1995 to the present.

Alumni Visiting Professor.

Feb. 7,1999- Santa Clara Lecture Series. Funded

Acknowledging former presidents of Catala Club.

the Religious Studies Department. Klaus Porzig,

7,30 p.m . Free. Call Denise Carmody at 408554 - 7829 or Vicky Gonzalez at 408 - 554- 4547 in
the Religious Studies Department.

Benson Center Williman Room,

San jose Country Club. No host cocktails, I2

Call Ma!:y Miller at 408-554 -5473.

p.m. ; lunch I p .m. $20 . Call Marge Valente at

Dec. 15, 1998 - Swearing·ln Ceremony. A reception
to celebrate the admission of Santa Clara grad-

uates to the State Bar. Honorable Edward A.

408 - 292-7556.
Feb. 24- Day of Recollection . Peter Filice, S.J.,
will conduct a mini- retreat. IO a.m. Call Audrey

Panelli , former Justice of the California Supreme
Court , will administer the oath to practice

Going at 408 - 247-6343.

law in California courts. Ceremony, 5-5,30 p.m.

Music
Call Music Department at 408-554-4429 . Programs
subject to change without notice.

Benson Center Market Square .

and Internship Fair. Benson Center , 5,30-8
p.m. Free. Call jennifer Clayton , SCU Finance
Department, 408-554 - 4385 .

and hear a faculty presentation on an historical

subject followed by discussion. The Adobe Lodge .
Reception , 5,30 p.m.; dinner, 6 p.m. $25 per

a.m. $r2.

Jan. 20 - A Musical Afternoon with Mass Confusion.

Law Alumni

Mission Santa Clara; reception 5,30-7 p.m. ,
Feb. 10, 1999 - Finance Company Night. Career

II

Call Char Blake at 408-248-4344.

by the Bannan Institute for Jesuit Education and
MD will speak on the increase in cigarette smok-

Catala Club
Dec. 16 - Christmas Meeting and Luncheon.

focuses on Gilhooly' s work in assen1blage from

Feb. 20, 1999 - History Department Annual Alumni

SANTA

the third lecture in the center' s seminar on
affirmative action. Center of Performing Arts

Feb. 19, 1999 - Board of Visitors. School of Law
Advisory Board's annual meeting to discuss aca-

Dec. 5·6, 1998 • A Christmas Renaissance Dinner.

demic and financial goals of the School with the

The Concert Choir, directed by Leroy Kromm,

dean and law faculty. Bannan Hall , 3 p.m.

presents two enchanted evenings of fine dining,
music and merriment. De Saisset Museum, 6:30

Dinner. Meet with the history faculty and friends

We invite all alumni, families, and friends to participate in these events. Please note that this is a preliminary schedule. Call Donohoe Alumni House for confirmation and details. You mC!J make reservations
~phone (LJo8-554-68oo);fax (408 - 554-2155); or e- mail <alumupdate@scuacc.scu.edu>.

Call408-554-5391.

"Why Should We Care About Racial Inequality?",

Dale , this time-suspending drama melds the early

ing. Center of Performing Arts Recital Hall,

Later he moved to the College of the Queen

master of novices , then to Loyola Marymount

the community, and the law. " Cocktails, 5,30 p.m .,
dinner 6 p.m., Benson Center Williman Room.

Special Events
Alumni Office
Barbara Simmons MA '83
Gary Shara '67 JD ?0
Victor Valdez '84 MA '94
Bob Dennis ?9

and assumed the duties of rector in 1969.

of Peace at Montecito, CA, as rector and

Call Katie D'Amico, Inter - Greek Council President, at
408 -554 -5549 for more information or e-mail to

Theatre season subscribers only. Proceeds go

Fr. Rock was born in San Francisco, one
of seven children. He and his brother,

to the ideals of professional responsibility and
who has contributed significantly to the University,

Feb. 19, 1999 - Owens Lawyer of the Year. Awarded

p.m . Prices TBA.

annually to recognize the SCU law school faculty
member or graduate who "personifies devotion

person. Spouses welcome. 408 - 554-6800.
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AfterWords I

I

A decade at the helm
while Paul Locatelli '6o, S.J., cele-

educating young women and men for con-

brated his roth anniversary as University

temporary citizenship in a global, techno-

president in May, his involvement with

logically sophisticated society. And," he

Santa Clara spans a full 40 years. The

added, "for the future well-being of our

Boulder Creek, CA, native transferred to

communities , my prayer is that Santa Clara

SCU in 1958 and graduated in 1960.

graduates will be discerning leaders of

Prior to assuming the presidency in

scholarly competence, conscience, and

rg88, he held SCU posts such as assistant

compassion.

professor of accounting, associate dean

"Santa Clara," Locatelli continued, "is

of the SCU School of Business, and aca-

blessed by a superb community of scholars

demic vice president.

- students and faculty, staff and friends
learning together. I suggest that the guid-

The top IO list below gives glimpses of
some of the University's most significant accomplishments

ing vision for the Santa Clara community is to journey, like

during his tenure as president. Speaking at his anniversary cel-

our founders UohnNobili, S.J. , andMichaelAccolti, S .J.] as

ebration last spring, Locatelli looked beyond his own tenure as

explorers and adventurers who seek to discover new paths and

president "to celebrate the Santa Clara community of memo-

connections, new knowledge and truths , new meaning for

ry and hope. A university community," he observed, "is about

faith and justice for all people. We celebrate," he concluded ,

the future, educating future citizens. My hope is that Santa

"a legacy of ceaseless exploration as we continue to chart new

Clara will never waiver from its Jesuit and Catholic heritage of

paths for Santa Clara into the 2 Ist century."

1988-1998 :

TEN

GIANT

STEPS

I

Adoption of the University Core Curriculum for undergraduate education, seeking to further basic values of the University by
underscoring the strengths of a liberal arts education.

2
3

Completion in 1995 of a major capital campaign, raising $134 million and exceeding its initial goal by $9 million.

4
5

Creation of 19 endowed professorships structured to support the strategic direction of the University.

Adoption in 1996 of the Strategic Plan focused on a community of scholars, integrated education, and resources for excellence.
Initiation of the Campus Renewal Program 2001, a $68-million construction and renovation plan to enhance the University's
learning environment.

6

Receipt of two James Irvine Foundation grants: $1 million to fund Excellence Through Diversity, focusing on multiculturalism, and
$700,000 for Leaders for a Just World, centering on leadership in the Jesuit tradition and integrated education.

7

Establishment of a $4-million endowment for undergraduate merit-based scholarships through an Arline and Thomas J. Bannan
Foundation gift.

8
9
IO

Enhancement of the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics; Creation of the Bannan Institute for Jesuit Education and Christian Values;
and the Center for Science, Technology, and Society.
improvement of technology for academic and administrative uses, making Santa Clara one of the most "wired" colleges in the
country, according to a 1998 survey.
Growth of the University's endowment from $74 million to more than $300 million.
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David Gilhooly's work grows out of attitudes of the
Beat 1950s in which the exploration of alternative
world views and the legacy of Dada
gave artists permission to be
themselves and use any

ASSEMBIAGESNOIRS BY

DAVID

GIIHOOLY

O N VIEW AT THE DE SAISSET MUSEUM ON THE SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
jANUARY 26 THROUGH MARCH 28 , 19 99 . HOURS TUESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY,
11 A.M.-4 P .M.; CLOSED MONDAYS. D ETAILS : 408-554-4528. VISIT T HE
ARTIST AT <WWW .MACNET.COW-CCHANG> .

jects. This show focuses on his
work in assemblages

"My new work is meant to hang.

from 1995

Houses and apartments come

to 1999.

with walls, but it is a rare
dwelling that has built-in sculpture stands. My solution is to
make framed shadow boxes that
contain the sculpture and hang
just as a framed
painting might."

;,{IQ-~ David Gilhooly

WHY BIZARRD?
"In trying to clone Superman for
nefarious purposes, Lex Luther
and his scientists accidentally
create imperfect doubles of the
Gilhooly points

Man of Steel. Dubbed 'Bizarro' by

out that humor is

Luther's aide, Mercy Graves, only

like a refrigerator

one of these bad clones survives

door handle. The handle

when the lab and all the other

makes it easier for people

clone tubes are destroyed.

to look inside the refriger-

Bizarro is not really bad, just mis·

ator. Otherwise, people

understood . He has tried to carve

might walk away without

out a life for himself whenever

stopping to take a look

and however he can . Most recent-

and miss seeing the

ly, Superman relocated Bizarro to

refrigerator's contents

his own planet that he now calls

entirely.

home." From Superman comics

I

